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ABSTRACr 

RESUMPI'IVE REPETITION--A COHESIVE DISCOURSE FEATURE 
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supervising Professor: oonald Burquest 

Resumptive repetition 

which seems not to have 

refers to a special 

been dealt with in 

type of repetition 

any depth before. 

Resumptive 

cohesively 

repetition is a specialized form of repetition which 

ties a text together following a digression, and only 

occurs in the environment of a digression. The analysis presented in 

this thesis is based upon a Thurman Chart (Grimes:1975) of Genesis 

chapters 1-15 in Biblical Hebrew. The chart shows fifteen examples of 

possible resumptive repetition occurring in these fifteen chapters, 

which can be divided into clear and ambiguous instances. On the basis 

of clearly unambiguous instances and outside evidence, three of the 

ambiguous examples are analyzed as not being examples of resumptive 

repetition, leaving a total of twelve examples in the fifteen 

chapters. In addition to resumptive repetition, I examine types of 
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digression, classifying then into two types, event and non-event, 

based on such sources as The Thread of Discourse (Grimes:1975) and The 

Gramnar of Discourse (Longacre:1983). I also give a brief 

classification of all types of repetition and divide these into the 

two main categories of praninence and cohesion. In addition to the 

Biblical Hebrew which form the bulk of the thesis, I illustrate 

resumptive repetition fran English, as well as from a few other 

languages--Tamang (Nepal), Bahnar (Vietnam), Guanano (Colombia), 

Antiguan Creole, Italian, and Koine Greek (New Testament). 
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0. INTRODUCTION 

My original hypothesis concerning this discourse feature came as 

a result of a paper I wrote in a course on Biblical Hebrew under the 

direction of Bob Bergen. In his camnentary, Leupold (1942:663) argues 

that repetition is a natural phenomenon in Hebrew. 

on Genesis he says: 

In his discussion 

That the verb "set out," wayyE!?lekh, should be repeated is ouite 
natural and not an indication of two separate sources. The first 
"set out" reports in a surrmary way--so conmen in Hebrew, the 
second resumes after a few details have been inserted. 

The following is the Hebrew Interlinear of Genesis 24:10 of which he 

refers to (following that is an English translation fran the New 

American standard Bible): 

-•..--ol-hi,n lrom-om•ls-of nm•I• l•n lh••snvonl lh•n•h•-look (IOI 

1'111$ :rn; - ',;,1 7~~ 
ln-h•nd-of-hlm muln-<if-him tzood-ol with-all-of and-h•-lrft 

: ii:;t~ c::,~ -',l$ 7?.:l 
Nahor city-of lo N •hariam Ar.am for .and-hr-sot-out 

24:10 Then the servant took ten camels from the camels of his 
master, and set out with a variety of good things of his master's 
in his hand; and he arose, and went to Mesopotamia, to the city 
of Nahor. 

In my class paper, I applied his insight concerning the use of verb 

repetition to higher levels, making use of the Longacre-Levinsohn 
1 

Chart and Thurman Chart in the analysis of Genesis 24. 

As I continued to think and interact with friends about the use 



2 

of this repetition, I began to see strong possibilities for it being a 

universal feature of language. Since I am a native English speaker I 

began searching for it in novels, and I listened intently for 

instances of repetition in everyday English conversations. The 

results have been encouraging. Fpr example, after church one Sunday, 

a man was telling a story, and he paused to explain some particulars 

for a minute or two, and then he used a repetition to continue on with 

the rest of the original story. Not too long after that I read James 

Michener's book Hawaii (1959), in which I found my first example of· 

resumptive repetition in English literature (cf. Appendix 1). 

Colleagues became interested in my thesis, and began to look for the 

repetition device in novels/texts they ~re reading, and further 

instances were found. My approach to the Hebrew text has therefore 

been affected by a broader knowledge of these examples and others 

(e.g., Greek New Testament). 
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NOTES 

1 The Thurman Chart and LOngacre-Levinsohn Chart are two methods of 
analyzing languages, and are designed to help linguists working with 
unfamiliar languages as vrell as the linguist who is looking for 
discourse patterns unobserved before, or to solve discourse problems. 
The main difference between the two is how they organize the language. 
They both create columns and the observable patterns the linguist is 
distinguishing are placed in these coll..1llns one clause per line. The 
Longacre-Levinsohn Chart has post-posed, pre-posed, verb, subject, and 
object as the basic most used treatment of the language data in 
columns. The Thurman Chart has the following division of coll..1llns as 
Collateral, Participant, Identification, Setting, Background, 
Perfonnative, and Events. The distinction the Thurman Chart makes .is 
mainly betv.een Event and Non-Event. The Participants are also tracked 
which becomes very handy. Grimes (1976) also elaborates further use 
of the Thurman Chart in applying a Span Analysis for further study of 
a text. In both charting techniques, they are easily adaptable for 
any language, and they are often used as only the starting point in 
"getting a handle 11 on a narrative or other text (narrative is the most 
corrmonly examined text these methods are used for). one further 
modification which has been recently taught at the Sumner Institute of 
Linguistics is color coding the· verb tenses, or other morphological 
patterns. Cf. Longacre and Grimes for further information on these 
analytical tools. 



1. 0. 'lliE VALUE OF REPETITION AS A DISCOURSE FEATURE 

The study of repetition in linguistics is relatively new. Only in 

the last fifteen or twenty years have any significant advances been 

made on this subject. In the following sections I will give a brief 

SlJ!llllary of some of the most helpful literature. On the basis of this 

literature and my own research, I have found it useful to classify 

repetition under two major categories: 1) Prcrninence, .and 2) Cohesion. 

Longacre has in his discourse studies recognized repetition 

occurring in a number of diverse languages as a rhetorical device used 

to indicate anphasis, especially as one of the devices indicating peak 

in a narrative. This usage of repetition for prominence seans to be 

very widespread, and may indicate anphatic repetition to be a 

universal. 

use of repetition as a cohesive device has not attracted as much 

attention, but it seems likely that it is just as widespread. 

Although in this paper I am not attanpting to prove the universality 

of repetition as a cohesive device (referred to here as resumptive 

repetition), my hypothesis is that it probably is universal. In this 

section I will discuss the proposals of various textlinguists which 

are most relevant to the topic of resumptive repetition. 

1.1. Longacre 

One of the exciting things about this thesis was to have my 

4 



hyp:)thesis confinned in other languages. 

5 

In a workshop directed by 

Longacre, waltz {Longacre:1976) developed a paper in which he 

discusses an instance of resumptive repetition in the GUanano language 

of Colombia {Longacre:123; cf. Appendix 9): 

As seen in the above example, cohesion within a narrative 
allows for background information to be inserted 
interruption and resumption of the flow of the event-line. 
This example also illustrates one of the fillers of the 
Tagmeme: Recapitulation of the previous verb. 

thus 
with 

Link 

This reference also demonstrates how resumptive repetition can fit 
1 

into the Tagmemic linguistic theory. Waltz demonstrates here how 

Longacre deals with what he has called "Recapitulation." Longacre 

talks about recapitulation as a repetition frcm a previous sentence, 

often as a repeated verb {Longacre:1983:293, 294); and elsewhere 

{Longacre:197~:149), under his_ "Taxonany of Discourse Types" for 

"Characteristic Linkage of Discourse-Level Tagmanes" he says: 

This has to do with the way in which the discourse-level units 
are linked together. Basically there are three linkage devices: 
recapitulation, or backreference to a previous sentence; 
conjunction or conjunctive particle canplex: juxtaposition, often 
with repetition of certain key lexical items •••• 

A distinction between recapitulation and resumptive repetition must 

now be made bet',,,Ben the two of these. In the Grarnnar of Discourse 

(1983) Longacre discusse~ tail-head transitions (cf •. quotation in 

1.8.2.1.) and uses this term to cover what he has previously referred 

to as recapitulation. Therefore recapitulation and tail-head 

transitions (as well as Head-Head, etc.) are the same phenanenon being 

described by two different tenns. It is important to distinguish the 
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differences between recapitulation/tail-head transition and resumptive 

repetition. In the taxoncxny of repetition (section 1.8.) I discard 

the term recapitulation in favor of tail-head transition. Briefly, 

tail-head transition is a repetition device used to make a transition 

to new material (often a new paragraph for example). Whereas 

resumptive repetition 

where the repetition 

transition whatsoever). 

1.2. Grimes 

is only used in conjunction with digressions 

is used to resume the previous topic (no 

Grimes (1972:513) defines overlay as a special type of repetition 

occurring in certain non-European languages (e.g. in Brazil and New 

Guinea). He says, 11 ••• OVERLAY, consists of the near repetition of 

relatively long stretches in such a way that certain elements in one 

stretch are repeated in another while other elements are novel each 

time." He also briefly mentions several other types of repetition: 

linkage, expansion, continuation, information focus, and emotional 

involvement. 

Basic to my analysis is Grimes• book The Thread of Discourse, in 

which is presented the Thurman Chart as an analytical device. The 

fundamental distinction between non-event and event material, which is 

anphasized in the discussion, is crucial to my own work (I will return 

to this topic in chapter 2). 
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In addition, Grimes (1978) presents sane significant studies in 

relation to repetition in little known languages. 

1.3. Winter and Hoey 

Hoey's book On the Surface of Discourse (1983) is essentially a 

synthesis and further develofm=nt of Winter's work on Repetition and 

(1974). Hoey categorizes repetition 

Complex Repetition, Paraphrase, 

as: 

Ellipsis, 

simple 

and 

Replacenent 

Repetition, 

Substitution. His book serves as a good introduction for anyone 

wanting to pursue repetition and locating sources. He includes a 

useful annotated bibliography which corresponds to each chapter. 

Winter's dissertation (1974) has further useful information on 

previous research on repetition, but Winter anphasizes the lack of a 

significant amount of research on the topic of repetition (101): 

What complicates the present description of repetition 
relations is that there is still a considerable amount of basic 
research to be done on the various forms of repetition, for which 
there is a terrifying diversity of data. To canplicate matters 
even more, repetition systens are not as yet taken seriously in 
present-day linguistics except for scattered, largely textual, 
studies of repetition by the following scholars: H. H. Fowler 
(1926), Karlsen (1959), Dixon (1964), Harper (1965), Winter 
(1968, 1974) Crystal and Davy (1969), K. Callow (1970), Quirk et 
al. (1972). The indifference of general linguistics towards 
repetition is perhaps a reflection of the long-held view that 
repetition is necessarily avoidable redundancy or a meaningless 
accident. 

The question I asked over and over as I searched the literature 

was, "Does this author say anything about repetition used as a device 
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to resume the previous topic after sane sort of digression?." Winter 

mentions it briefly in passing, but does not seem to regard it with 

any special significance, pe~haps because of his emphasis on clause 

relationships. Here is what Winter (1974) says: 

In our ..everyday relations with others, there is the undoubted 
value of repetition in maintaining and establishing an 
understanding. For instance, if your listener does not seem to 
have heard what you were saying, you repeat yourself hoping that 
he will hear you properly this time. Or if you wish to renew 
~ statement, you will repeat it in full in order to re
establish the connection. Repetition, in such cases, would 
consist of improving the understanding by repeating what needs to 
be repeated. Anyone who has studied the spoken language will 
make the observation that it is highly repetitive and that almost· 
any part of language may be repeated. (anphasis mine) 

1.4. Halliday and Hasan 

The book Cohesion in English was of special help in the final 

stages of my thesis. Halliday and Hasan (1976:16, 17), confirm the 

hypothesis of resumptive repetition in the example below: 

I screamed, and my scream went wafting out on the night air! 
And some neighbours who--they were my nearest neighbours, but 
they were still sane distance away--came rushing along. They 
were awfully good, and they said afterwards they thought I'd been 
being murdered. Well, I couldn't've made more noise if I had 
been! But I'd surprised myself--really, the sound went floating 
out on the air I didn't know I had it in me, and they said it 
would make my fortune if I sent it to Hollywood. And I may say 
it surprised the thief sufficiently that he dropped my handbag 
and fled. Fortunately I wasn't between him and the door, so 
there was no harm done and I didn't lose anything. 
--Fortunately for him, or fortunately for you? 
--Oh, for me; they generally carry knives. 
--I know; someone was murdered in the main hotel quite recently. 
--Oh yes, yes, although people did say that there were wheels 
within wheels in that. But you get between a fleeing thief and 
his exit, and he's bound to be carrying a knife. But anyhow, the 
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only thing I lost was my voice. 
afterwards. 

I couldn't speak for a week 

The digression in this example is background information and the two 

people as they talk "get sidetracked" about thieves in general. The 

resumption is specifically marked with what I call a time margin (cf. 

chapter 2). Halliday and Hasan go on in their discussion as follows: 

Lexical cohesion differs again, in that it regularly leaps over 
a number of sentences to pick up an element that has not figured 
in the intervening text: •••• Here lost (in lost ••• ~ voice) 
resumes the lose (in didn't lose anything), the resumption being 
signalled by the conjunctive 1tan anyhow; and voice relates back 
to scream, noise and sound. Resumptions of this kind can span 
large passages of---rntervening text, especially in informal 
conversation. (emphasis theirs) 

Halliday and Hasan (1976:329) talk about ties as cohesive relations. 

"A tie is a complex notion, because it includes not only the cohesive 

element itself but also that which is presupposed by it. A tie is 

best interpreted as a RELATION between these two elements." 

1. 5. K. Callow 

In the earlier stages of this thesis Callow's book Discourse 

Considerations in Translating the Word of God (1974) i;,..es of irrrnense 

help in the categorization of repetition. This book was the first one 

in which I found the author mentioning what I call resumptive 

repetition (the example and discussion of this is in Section 3.2). 

Callow divides discourse analysis into four areas: Grouping, 

Information, Prominence, and Cohesion. In each of these four areas of 

her discussion she mentions the relevance of repetition, an9 gives 
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examples from many languages most of which would be termed by some as 

'exotic'. 

this paper. 

rt is this last area--cohesion--which is the concern of 

She defines this pattern as follows: 11 ••• cohesion--it 

normally signals continuity of participant; and can also signal return 

to the time-line, i.e., event cohesion •••• " (1974:91). 

1.6. Hohulin 

Hohulin's article The Semantics of Redundancy (1984) is one of 

the more recent articles. rt is a good overview of the field of 

repetition, which the author subsumes under redundancy. Here is her 

definition of redundancy: 11 those structures in language which 

are characterized by the repetition of information. These structures 

may be identical or similar in surface form or they may express 

conceptually similar information, or logically included information." 

(1984:2) She expresses the possibility of repetition being used 

universally (1984:9): 

rt is probable that in all languages there may be redundancy 
patterns which organize information to make it intelligible. 

Cohesion is another important factor in creating an 
intelligible discourse. Each language has strategies for linking 
information to make a text coherent. Redundancy may be one of 
those linking strategies. 

Under her discussion of cohesive redundancy, she follows closely 

the schema of Beekman, J. callow, and Kopesec in The Semantic 

Structure of written Coomunication (1981). She notes the overlap of 

repetition occurring for more than one reason (i.e. multipurpose), 
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such as being used ooth for prominence and cohesion (chiasmus may be 

an example of such overlap). 

1.7. wendland 

Wendland has written two articles which were of supplementary 

help in this work. The first one, Biblical Hebrew Narrative 

Structure, (1984) corresponded quite well with the research in 

Genesis. His other article, Digressions in Genesis and John: How. to 

Recognize and Translate Than (1983), was of help in cross checking the 

work on digressions. wendland mentions repetition as an essential 

ele:nent in Hebrew discourse, he talks aoout the same cohesive devices 

and prominence devices already mentioned briefly, (e.g. sandwich 

structures, chiasmus, sumnary, etc.; for further discussion cf. 1.8.). 

1.8. A Discourse Classification of Surface Structure Repetition 

In this section my purpose is to define the basic types of 

repetitions as found in written discourse. The reason for doing this 

is to provide the reader with a taxonomy of repetition, and to clarify 

where resumptive repetition fits in, and how it can be distinguished 

from other types of repetition. I have found it useful to classify 

repetition into two primary functions, to express prominence and to 

provide cohesion. I do not claim to be comprehensive; however, anyone 

searching through the literature would find difficulty in finding 
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other types of repetition which could not fit into the present 

taxonomony. 

1.8.1. Repetition for Prominence 

1.8.1.1 Repetition for Emphasis 

This can be used in the peak of a narrative or in casual 

conversation, dialogue, used stylistically to make a point and/or to 

add interest to a text. Many preachers use this method of repetition. 

This device comnonly ranges from one word to a short phrase, but does 

not exclude whole sentences. The repetition of the original itan·may 

be repeated more than one time. This is identical or nearly identical 

lexical repetition. El'nphatic repetition has long been recognized as a 

rhetorical tool, and Aristotle explicitly refers to emphatic types of 

repetition and in the following quote gives some· examples 

(Cooper:1932): 

such devices as asyndeta [parallel expressions without 
connectives] and repetition of the same word, which are rightly 
enough censured in the literary style, have their place in the 
controversial style when the speaker uses them for their dramatic 
effect. But, if you repeat, you must also vary the repetition, 
in order to pave the way, as it were, to dramatic delivery; for 
example: 'There is the villain who duped you; there is he who 
quite beguiled you; there is he who had in hand utterly to betray 
you' •••. so, too, with asyndeta; for example: 'I came; I met 
him; I implored him.' The passage must be made dramatic, not 
uttered as one idea, with unvarying sentiment and tone. And 
asyndeta have this further property of making it seem that a 
number of statements have been made in the time required for one. 
As the use of the conjunction turns a number of statements into 
one, just so the omission of connecting words does the opposite, 
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turning a single statement into many. 
serves to amplify an idea •••• 

13 

Asyndeton, therefore, 
(their emphasis) 

To illustrate asyndeton with a famous speech many are familiar 

Cooper points out (1932:xxxi-xxxiii), President Lincoln's 

Gettysburg address as an example which can be analyzed according to 

Aristotle's Rhetoric. Cooper states: "The Epilogue is a maxim in the 

form of an asynoeton (that is, it is without connectives)--'Goverrnnent 

of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish fran 

the earth' •• " 

1.a.1.2. Paraphrastic Repetition (Paraphrase) 

This is a repetition through use of paraphrase. The word, 

phrase, sentence, paragraph, discourse, is surrmed up as an evaluation, 

as an explanatory means, or for rhetorical puposes such as Hebrew 

poetry when it uses ~parallelism. Paraphrastic repetition includes 

parallelism, generic to specific, specific to generic, amplification, 

surrmary, preview, etc. (cf. Longacre:1983). The following example is 

generic to specific (Longacre:1983:119): "He was executed yesterday, 

he was shot EY the firing squad •11 (his emphasis) 

1.8.1.3. Hendiadys 

This is an expression of one idea via two parallel elements. 

This is used stylistically, often used to reinforce or strengthen an 

idea. Examples: . "My Lord and Master", sum and substance, vim and 
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vigor, safe and sound. 

1.8.1.4. Chiasrnus 

This is corrroonly illustrated in ABBA pattern where "the ends 

[are] semantically related but so also are the middle parts." 

(1981:Beekman et al.:120) Here is an example of chiasrnus frorn 

Biblical Hebrew near the end of Genesis 37 (Longacre:1984:64): 

A And-he-tore Jacob his clothes. 
And-he-put sackclotllon his loins. 
B And-he-irourned for his son many days. 

C And they-rose-up all his sons and daughters to comfort· 
him. 

C' And he refused to be.comforted. 
B' And-he-safd "I-w1ll-90-down to my son mourning to Sheol." 

A' And-he-bewailed him his-father. 
(emphasis his) 

1.8.1.5. Ellipsis 

"Ellipsis (or deletion) occurs when the structure of one sentence 

is incomplete and the missing element(s) can be recovered from a 

previous sentence unambiguously. 11 

example is one Hoey uses (1983:110): 

(Hoey: 1983: 110) The following 

A: What would you do if you learnt you had won a thousand pounds? 
B: QThink about it a lot. 
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1.8.2. Cohesive Repetition 

1.8.2.1. Tail-Head Transitions 

The Semantic structure of Written Conmunication (1981:Beekman et 

al.:116) distinguishes two types: 

relational tail-head transition. 

lexical tail-head link, and 

Essentially the repetition of the 

last statement in the previous paragraph occurs in the first statement 

of the following paragraph. The difference Beekman et al. state is 

minimal. They both have the same transition technique. It will be 

worthwhile to quote LOngacre (1983:9) in regard to sane variations to 

tail-head transitions: 

In regard to the specific surface structure linkage of 
discourses, we find in narrative discourse very praninent 
paragraph ,cross-references to the first sentence of the following 
paragraph) and tail-head linkage (in which the last sentence of 
one paragraph cross-references to the first sentence of the 
following paragraph). Tail-head linkage may be varied to 
surrmary-head linkage, i.e., having done all this, they ~ 
proceeded to. • Procedural discourse has very similar 
linkage ofthe head-head, tail-head and surrmary-head varieties. 
Expository discourse tends to have linkage through sentence 
topics and parallelism of content. Hortatory discourse depends 
heavily on linkage through conditional, cause, and purpose 
margins or their equivalents within a given language. 

1.8.2.2. Sandwich Structures 

Beekman et al. (1981:120) smmiarize sandwich structure and say it 

is "also known as inclusio, [and] occur[s] when the beginning and end 
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of a unit share enough information and/or surface structure form to 

make it very probable that such a structure is more than a 

coincidence. Such structures, along with other factors, serve to 

indicate the boundaries of units, whether of a paragraph or a larger 

combination of units." In addition it can often indicate praninence 

or focus. 11Wnen a sandwich structure is based primarily on 

information content or could be considered such, apart frcxn formal 

similarities, it functions not only to indicate, the beginning and end 

of the unit but also to indicate what is in focus." (Beekman et 

al.:1981:120) Beekman et al. cite Colossians 1:24-29 as an example of 

sandwich structure (New American Standard Bible): 

1:24 Now I rejoice in my sufferings for your sake, and in my 
flesh I do my share on behalf of His body (which is the church) 
in filling up that which is lacking in Christ's afflictions. 
25 Of this church I was made a minister according to the 
stewardship from God bestov.ed on me for your benefit, that I 
might fully carry out the preaching of the word of God, 
26 that, is the mystery which has been hidden from the past ages 
and generations; but has now been manifested to His saints, 
27 to whan God willed to make known what is the riches of the 
glory of this mystery among the Gentiles, which is Christ in you, 
the hope of glory. 
28 And we proclaim Him, admonishing every man and teaching every 
man with all wisdom, that we may present every man complete in 
Christ. 
29 And for this purpose also I labor, striving according to His 
power, which mightily works within me. 

Beekman et al. comnent (1981:120) that "Verses 1:24 and 25, on the one 

hand, and 1:28 and 29, on the other, form a sandwich structure, since 

both have to do with Paul's ministry. This sandwich structure shows 

that the focus is on Paul's ministry, and not on the mystery which is 
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described in 1:26 and 27. 11 

1.8.2.3. Resumptive Repetition 

In contrast with the sandwich structure, resumptive repetition 

resumes previous information after a digression and begins new 

information (but follows up previously stated information). Sandwich 

structure ends an information chunk, normally a paragraph in Hebrew, 

but also larger structures, wheras resumptive repetition resumes the 

previous topic. For examples of resumptive repetition see chapter 2 

and the Appendices. 

1.8.2.4. overlay (Backlooping) 

"An incident involving several events is recounted; then the 

time-line loops back to the beginning of the incident and retells it, .. 
usually with more detail. This may happen several times before the 

story progresses to the next incident. • " (K. Callow: 1974: 42) 

since overlay is rather lengthy please see section 2.5.1. and 2.s.2.

the combined examples illustrate overlay (otherwise cf. Grirnes:1972). 

1.9. "Supposed" and "Accidental" Repetition 

rt is important to .this study to explicitly exlude "supposed 

repetitions"· (as I call them) and "accidental repetition" frcm the 
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above taxonomy. Supposed repetition has also been referred to as 

parallel accounts (CUlley:1976:33), and they consist of the idea that 

in oral traditions there is a core around which a story is told, and 

variations (by the same or different narrator) of the same story can 

be accounted for because the peripheral material is more susceptible 

to change. McDowell (1981:138) says: "Supposed double and triple 

accounts of the same story are actually different stories with similar 

details." In reference to Suleiman's article Redundancy and the 

Readable Text Hoey also mentions perceived repetition as opposed to 

lexical (1983:197): "Her work, though flawed by confusing literal 

repetition with repetition perceived but not provable, is nevertheless 

of value in highlighting the pervasiveness and variety of repetition 

in discourse~" 

Accidental repetition is mentioned by Hoey under his 

classification of Simple Repetition. This type of repetition does not 

occur for either prominence or cohesive purposes, and is merely 

coincidental (puns excepted--but puns fall in the taxonomy under 

emphatic repetition) to the text. An example of this is the use of 

the same morphological word used with separate meanings. I would also 

include here as accidental the phenomenon of stuttering. The normal 

stutterer has no intended purpose for cohesion or for prominence (the 

exception being the mimic, ho\\ever this also falls under emphatic 

repetition) • 
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NOTES 

1 For further information on how recapitulation is used in Tagmemics 
see Peck:1981 especially pp. 160-161;183;259. 

2 These examples are taken fran my Translation I class (1981), where 
Ellis Deibler gave these examples. 



2.0. DEFINING RESUMPTIVE REPETITION 

I have already given a b~ief definition of resumptive repetition 

in Chapter 1 under the general classification of repetition, but now I 

will expand that in this section by giving examples, and classifying 

the digressive material. I present an example in English first to 

illustrate this special repetition device, so that when we begin 

examining resumptive repetition in Hebrew and the other languages the 

phenomenon can be easily seen. My first example comes from The Hobbit 

(Tolkien:1937:16). 

The mother of our particular hobbit--what is a hobbit? I suppose 
hobbits need sane description noW:1days, since they have become 
rare and shy of the Big people, as they call us. They are (or 
were) a little people, about half our height, and smaller than 
the bearded Dwarves. Hobbits have no beards. There is little or 
no magic about than, except the ordinary everyday sort which 
helps than to disappear quietly and quickly when large stupid 
folk like you and me come blundering along, making a noise like 
elephants which they can hear a mile off. They are inclined to 
be fat in the stomach; they dress in bright colours (chiefly 
green and yellow); wear no shoes, because their feet grow natural 
leathery soles and thick wan11 brown hair _like the stuff on their 
heads (which is curly); have long clever brown fingers, good
natured faces, and laugh deep fruity laughs (especially after 
dinner, which they have twice a day when they can get it). Now 
you know enough to go on with. As I was saying, the mother of 
this hobbi t--of Bilbo Bagg ins, that is--was the fabulous 
Belladonna Took •••• 

(anphasis mine) 

The above example (resumptive repetition is underlined) also 

demonstrates the use of a time margin as part of the signal to return 

to previous time-line. The example above denonstrates how this time 

margin is often used also in live conversation (dialogue); the phrase 

20 
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"as I was saying" is used and then the repetition imnediately follows 

the time margin. Another time margin comuonly used is "Meanwhile, back 

at the ranch •••• " What we do in English occurs in other languages as 

well, e.g., Tamang, Hebrew, Greek, all of which may use some form of a 

time margin with repetition. 

Resl.Illlptive repetition is obviously a signaling device which 

orients the reader/hearer as a compass is used to orient saneone in 

the wilderness. so resurnptive repetition puts you on the right track, 

it identifies where you are on the map. It is a control device, 

keeping the meaning of the text from being misinterpreted or skewed. 

It is needed to continue a story by giving the pro_per orientation, and 

may be used as a chronological cohesive device. In the Jirel language 

(Grimes:1978:343, 344), 

The function of the cohesive systen as a whole is to keep· the 
hearer oriented within a narrative as to tenporal sequence, time 
and space setting, and logical connections. Cohesion markers do 
not really add to the content of a narrative, but rather provide 
the relationship systen that holds the content together, linking 
old and new information. Within this system the re_petitive 
linkage clauses play their particular role in orienting the 
hearer in the tenporal sequence of events. These clauses relate 
paragraphs and sentences within paragraphs. HoW=ver, they do not 
occur at every new paragraph nor at every new sentence. 

As to defining what can be included as actual repetitive material, 

I find Halliday' s definition for reiteration (see below) quite 

adequate (this is under his discussion on "Lexical Cohesion"). In the 

examples of resumptive repetition in Genesis 1-15 the author has 

concentrated on using items repeated exactly; although in sane of the 

examples presented there is somewhat of a departure from using precise 
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identical lexical itans; and, so to help guide the reader he may 

follow what Halliday and Hasan (1976:278) have called reiteration: "A 

reiterated item may be a repetition, a synonym or near-synonym, a 

superordinate, or a general word; and in most cases it is ·accompanied 

by a reference item, typically the." 

In their last statement regarding reference itan, they are 

referring to another cohesive tie which often frequently associates 

with lexical cohesion. This runs along what I have suggested above as 

a time margin, and I think it works in other languages besides · 

English, such as Hebrew. 

2.1. The Correlation of Resumptive Repetition with Digression 

Material 

There is a distinct correlation of resumptive repetition with 

digressive material (but not necessarily the other way around). This 

is what makes resumptive repetition stand out as a special type of 

repetition from what Longacre and others have talked about. There has 

been little work done on digressions which may be the reason why the 

connection between the .two has never been treated in any depth before. 

While searching for examples of resumpti◊e repetition in other 

languages the author came upon an example from a Nepalese language in 

Grimes' Papers on Discours~, "Linkage at High Levels of Tamang 

Discourse" by Jennifer Hepburn (1978:324-341). Here is what Hepburn 

noticed happening (cf. Appendix 3): 
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In the fable about the four buffaloes, a background explanation 
is inserted between a paragraph-level introducer and the incident 
it introduces. Following the explanation, which is treated 
grarrmatically as a separate incident, there is a repetition of 
events from the previous paragraph, together with the temporal 
introducer 'pheeri to restablish the sequence between events and 
indicate to the hearer where the background explanation 
ends •• 

Hepburn specifies this digression as background explanation. 

Wendland states in reference to digression in general that "• 

normally the function entails sane manner of explanation." (1984:9). 

In the following section I will be subclassifying digression under 

background information. 

2.2. Classifying Digression as Non-event and Event 

Wendland makes a distinction, as Grimes does, between on-line 

information (event) and off-line information (non-event) in his 

discussion on digression (1983:23): 

•• the typical digression does not easily "fit", or hannonize 
with, its imnediate context--grarrrnatically, lexically, or 
semantically. It introduces background, or supplementary, 
infonnation which is only loosely connected with the sentences 
that precede or follow it. In some instances, the digression 
could even be displaced to some other point in the paragraph with 
little or no loss of meaning, cohesion, or effect, or it could be 
omitted entirely without detracting from one's understanding of 
the main event or argunent line that is being developed. 
----- -- -- -- -- ---(enphasis mine) 

The on-line information keeps the progression of a narrative moving, 

and off-line information practically stops, or slows this progression 

down. 

Although originally I did not intend to divide digressive 
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material between event and non-event, as I looked for patterns I found 

such a division to be necessitated by the texts (this agrees with 

Grimes' discussion (1975). The Thurman Chart (cf. note 1 in the 

0.Introduction) follows these distinctions in its analysis, in fact it 

was in part how the author found this distinction. Therefore 

resumptive repetition can be divided into two levels by following the 

correlation of digressive material with the resumptive repetition (see 

Table 2. 1.). 

Table 2.1. 

DIGRESSIONS DIVIDED AS EVENT AND NON-EVENT 

1) Non-event => background material in the digression . 

2) Event => simultaneous material in the digression 

By simultaneous material I mean to assert that when resumptive 

repetition occurs the text begins to cover the same time period as the 

digression (e.g. Genesis 38, the "Joseph Story", cf. section 3.1.). 

Of course the time period of the eventline will eventually go beyond 

the ti!JlE! the digression covers. To my knowledge this simultaneity has 

never been noticed before. 

An example of this is in The Hobbit. A whole chapter intervenes 

(i.e. the digression). TOlkien sumnarizes in a single sentence where 

he had had several paragraphs describing the dragon closing the magic 

door with his tail. The digression follows the dragon attacking a 
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city and how the dragon is killed. Then Tolkien resumes back to Bilbo 

the hobbit and the dwarves proceed to their escape fran the dragon's 

lair while the dragon is away attacking the city, and unbeknownst to 

than the dragon was killed. These two events occur simultaneously, 

and the reader is kept informed of the time and location status by the 

use of the time margin and the resumptive repetition (cf. full example 

in Appendix 2): 

Now if you wish, like the dwarves, to hear news of Smaug, you 
must go back again to the evening when he smashed. the door and 
flew off in rage, two days before. 

Wendland gives the ten following types of digressions (for 

Genesis and John): 

Attributive, Meta lingual, 

Tanporal, Circumstantial, 

Evaluative, Prophetical, 

Explanatory, 

Corrective, 

Interactional, Expressive (1983:34), but he goes on to say: 

However, as many of the examples cited below demonstrate, 
digressions need not fall within the boundaries of a single 
sentence, and for this reason an adequate definition must anploy 
semantic as well as syntactic criteria. That is to say, a 
digression will normally have a certain disruptive effect on the 
structure of meaning in a coherent discourse, whether or not it 
causes any break in the formal linguistic structure of a 
sentence. 

The following is a chart which expands the above information and 

combines it with what I call the high and low occurrences, relatively 

(hierarchically--see below) speaking: 
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Table 2.2. 

CATEGORIES OF EVENT AND NON-EVENT DIGRESSIONS 

NON
SIMULTANEDUS 

SIMULTANEDUS 

EVENT 

RARELY 

MOST OJMMON 

HIGH LEVEL 

B 
A 
C 
K 
G 
R 
0 
u 
N 
D, 

NON-EVENT 

FLASHBACK, OR FORESHADOW 

NE.W INFORMATION 

·ouorivE 

EXPLANATION 
C 

LOW LEVEL 

Table 2.2. shows a division between event digressions as non

simultaneous and simultaneous; hoi,,ever, this division is based on very 

weak evidence. The author has only one example that fits the non-

simultaneous (Gen. 13:18-14:13); and, he will discuss later in section 

2.7.7. Even so, theoretically, it would make sense, and perhaps 

further investigation will determine if there should be this division. 

In the non-event, the author has divided background into four 

slots. As stated above, Wendland offers ten slots, and as he states 

that these are not necessarily the only classification possible, so 

too this author does not hold strictly to this four-way classification 

for non-event. Since the data is restricted the author anticipates 

some finer distinctions as more research is done on digressions. 

The low level simply means that the resumptive repetition is 

restricted to episode boundaries and below. The high level means that 
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the resumptive repetition may cross episode boundaries. 

2.3. Fifteen Examples From Genesis 1-15 

This study and these findings are based on the examples found in 

Genesis 1-15. The primary statanents are a result of the Thurman 

Chart analysis which I used on these chapters·. I will briefly discuss 

the eight clearest examples of resumptive repetition first, and then I 

will consider seven other examples of what I have called "ambiguous" 

resumptive repetition. Three of these will be classified as not being 

genuine examples for reasons to be discussed. The other four examples 

are determined to be resumptive repetition (giving twelve examples in 

all), and again there will be discussion why they are resumptive 

repetition. The format will be the Hebrew with English gloss 

(Kohlenberger III:1979) followed by an English translation (New 

American Standard Bible} where the resumptive repetition is 

underlined. 
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2.4. Non-event 

In this section, five clear examples of resumptive repetition are 

examined. These illustrate how the digressions give background 

information, as well as the criteria for deciding how you can tell 

they are resumptive repetition (resumptive repetition is underlined in 

the English translation). 

2.4.1. Genesis 2:8-15 

-"~ c;; t:::"1 t=,?r 11~; -p c:~~,~ ;"ii;J" 1'•:;~l ~· 4f .. -.-1 ...... •• ' 
I hero •nd-he-rul in•e•st in-Eden gud,n Cod Y•hw,h now•ht-pl•nl,d (8) 

;,t-:K;"'l -;~ \:-;:t',~ r'11i1~ nr-:;;•1 ·-··, ~~K t::,K;, . y-;.,, I' : -- . ·~ "' ,.,.-: ..,, " 
the-ground from Cod Y•hw,h 1nd-he-m•d•-grow (9) h,-form,d "hom lh••m•n 

r~1 ;'i\f')Q~ •R1;ld l·z; , .. 
1h,-lilr •nd-tru-of for-food •nd-good lo-sishl b,ing-pl .. -.nl lrtt 

•nd-river (JO) •nd-,vil good th,-knowledgr •nd-lroe-of lhe-guden in-middle-of 

'q;~'i n~•y KJ' 
h,-di, iJeJ .iinJ-from-tht-u lhe-gard,n lrom-Ed,n flowing 

lh•-on,-winJing h, Pis~on th,-lirsl n•m•-of (11) hudslrums to-four •nd-he-b«•me 

r ~~;;. :;-;n : =~f;:T c:, -~?t$ i;','1n;i "7K --- :-',K .,--:, . . •-1, ... r '""'' ~·f . .. 
the-l•nd •nd-gold-of (12) th,-gold 1here whtrt the-H,vil•h land-of all-of 

if.ii;:1 -c:Fl :c:0;10 P~l r,'7-;:;, C:tli :i~ ~i~0 . \ ; - ,. 
tht-river .and-n•me•of (lJ) 1he-onyx .1nd-stone-of lhe•re,in th•re good th••lh•I 

and-..-.<-<>f (1'l Cu•h !And-of all-of th.-.o,.....winding he Cihon th.-.,cond . 

~J:1i::r) 7'J:F~ nJ;-']p. 'i~•\t K'ii? ';,if--V, ~ij -,r,~:J 
and-th.--rivrr Auhur uo-of th.-.on.,.n,nning h• Tigri• tho-third the-river 

and-ht-put-him th••rnan ••• God 'hhwch and-h••took 05) E11phn1e. he the-fourth 

--, 11111 .,. . 
Yahw,h and-hr-rominanded (16) 

__ ._....aL'I 
·•·•,J'r~7- i'i"J:?f7 n~ -1,~ 

and-1o-are-1or-her to-work-her Eoen in-gard•n-of 
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2:8 And the Lord God planted a garden toward the east, in Eden; 
and there He placed the man whom He had formed. 
-9- And outof the ground the LORD God caused to grow every tree 
that is pleasing to the sight and good for food; the tree of life 
also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of the knowledge of 
good and evil • 
10 Now a river floW?d out of F.den to water the garden; and from 
there it divided and became four rivers. 
11 The name of the first is Pishon; it flows around the whole 
land of Havilah, where there is gold. 
12 And the gold of that land is good; the bdellium and the onyx 
stone are there. 
13 And the name of the second river is Gihon; it flows around 
the whole land of Cush. 
14 And the name of the third river is Tigris; it flows east of 
Assyria. And the fourth river is the Euphrates. 
15 Then the LORD~ took the man and put him into the garden of 
F.den to cultivate 1t and keep it. 

After the digression the repetition of verse 8 occurs in verse 15. 
2 

Notice the chiastic-like structure: 

r:;;~; -i~ vs. 8 

,n-[J•n g•rJ•n 

vs. 15 
C:~K:,-~~ C7i':'K :'nil' ,.., 'n •: ' •:: f' I 

•nd-h,-put-him lhe-m,n ••• God Y ,hweh ,nd-he-took 

nv. -1~:;i 
Eden in-gud•n-0I 

a 

b 

1 
b 

2 
a 

Garden of Eden 

man placed 

man put 

Garden of Eden 

Resumptive repetition is rrost easily recognized when it is 

lexically identical or only slightly modified. As is true in this 

example, and in all the following example~, resumptive repetition will 

have at least one word (or the root) repeated exactly (lexically the 

same) • In this example the resumptive repetition also contains 
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synonymous words. The repetition has two roots "put" and "took", both 

of which are different Hebrew words from the first 11placed 11 in 2:8. 

This is obviously a repetition. Looking closely at verses 9-14 we can 

see a description of the garden of Eden. In verse 9 the Genesis 

author has gone on to specify what is planted in the garden, and 

states that there ~re all kinds of fruit trees as well as two unique 

trees. These verses demonstrate generic (verse 8) to specific (verse 

9) paraphrase. In verses 10-14 there is a description of four rivers 

which have their source in the garden of Eden. So we can see that 

verses 9-14 function as description or "background" information on the 

garden of Eden. The repetition in verse 15 merely resumes the 

previous topic or event line. 
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2.4.2. Genesis 2:18~20 

c•;,',~ i1]i1~ '-:l?K~ 
God Yahwrh and-h•-uld Us> 

to-,ull••hlm h•lper for-him 1-will-m•k• •Ion• th•-m•n to-b, good not 

1he-fltld b•nt-of ,vory-of th,.ground from God Y•hw,h now-h,-form,d (19> 

-m~ ni~77 C'iNi1 -',1$ \ 

C;~~;:t 'li¥ -',;, r"1N1 .. ,. K~:,. .. ' 
wh•t to .. st~ th~ .. man IO I and-ht-brought th•-•lr bird-of rvory-of and 

;,;,:, tti~J tnKi1 i7 -NlP.~ ;~~ ·,~, i7 -1qrt "lt"f Tl 

living cru!tur, thr-m•n to-him h•-n•mtd which •nd-all lo-him ht-would-n•m• 

\ -',;,7 ni~ C'1Ni1 
\ 

i1r)i1ZJi1 tqp,'1 :i~ ~r.;, r •. : - .... 
th,-1l v,stock lo-all-of n,m~s the-man so-hr-named (20) nam••of-him that 

-K7 01~7, i1J1fi:, n;i:i ',~7, C;~~;:, 'li.!?71 
not but-for-Adam I ht-field beast-of and-to-nery-of the-air and-to-bird-of 

: i7~p i!P, K~~ 
to-suit-him h,l~r h,-lound 

18 Then the LORD God said, 11 rt is not good for the man to be 
alone; I will make him a helper suitable for him." 
19 And out of the ground the LORD God formedevery beast of the 
field and every bird of the sky, and brought them to the man to 
see what he would call then; and whatever the man called a living 
creature, that was its name. 
20 And the man gave names to all the cattle, and to the birds of 
the sky, and to every beast of the field, but for Adam there was 
not found a helper suitable for him. 

The repetition in verse 20 is an exact repetition of two words: 

CZR KNGDW "helper to suit him". verse 19, and most of verse 20 (except 

last clause) seans to be an explanation about why Adam needs a helper 

(because none of the animals is satisfactory as a helper for him). In 

this example the digression is an explanation based on (apparently) 
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these two words. Therefore, to return to the topic the Genesis author 

repeats these two words and continues on by beginning with verse 21, 

to the creation of Eve. 



2.4.3. Genesis 12:4 

' ~.t..K -~- -·~K'-' c~~~ -t..., -'111-"'I 
I I ~I I 1 I r •• ·<~-, I-!-:~ 'I (r-

Y,hwrh to-him hr-told iust-•s Abum ,o-hr-lolt 141 

'. c:·t::tl C··• =j~~ -1:; c:-:::Ki ei'? ii'."~ .,.~., 
~t~ ,· ' ' 91" ': .. t 

1,., ... 

y~ar and•stvrnty yr.an fivr son-of ,nd-Abr,m lot ,..-;th-him and•hr·""tnl 

lrom-H,r,n whrn-lo-~o-him 

4 So Abram went forth as the LORD had spoken to him; 
went with him. Now Abram was seventy-five years old 
departed from Haran. 
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and Lot 
when he 

This is one of the shortest examples of resLnnptive repeti~ion, 
3 

and similar to the one in Genesis 24:10 (cf. 0. Introduction). The 

digression shows flashback and/or explanation. It might be argued by 

some that this is not actually resumptive repetition, and is not even 

a digression. Ho~ver I think it is.equally possible, and feasible, 

for this to be resumptive repetition. The problem with a discourse 

feature such as resumptive repetition is that it is much easier to 

observe on a higher level without getting entangled with sentence 

level cohesion. If I had considered this an ambiguous example, I 

would argue that this example follows the pattern of the other 

examples. There may well always be disputes between discourse grarrmar 

and sentence gram11ar. Simply stated, a discourse feature which 

appears within a sentence may have two functions. One is the usual or 

normal cohesion all sentences have, and the other is whatever the 

"high" discourse function may be--such as resumptive repetition. 
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2.4.4. Genesis 13:10,11 

Loi •nd-ht-llh,d ( 101 

iij?._;:/0 ~~~ ·:, 1-!-••;, '"~~ -',:, 
v · .. r .~ : J_ r 

before wrll-w•lrrtd 1JJ-of-hn lh•t 1h,-Jord•n pl•in-of wholt-01 

=:~;-,.-~ i'7~? -1~ 
Egypl likt-l•nd-of Y•hw•h lilcr-gudcn-of Gomornh ind f>odom ••• Y1hwoh 

Ji7~;:, 
lhr-Jord•n wholt-i>f ... Loi /or-him •0-ht-chou (11) Zoar lo-so-you 

i"1i~"1 
:,,11 ._ ... 

brothrr-of-him from uch 1nd-1h,y-pirlcd to-u•t Loi •nd-hr-ut-out 

13:10 And Lo~ lifted up his eyes and~ all the valley of the 
Jordan, that 1t was well watered everywhere--this was before the 
LORD destroyed Sodom and GOmorrah--like the garden of the LORD, 
like the land of Egypt as you go to Zoar. 
11 so Lot chose for himself all the valley of the Jordan; and 
Lot journeyed eastward. Thus they separated from each other. 

The digression is additionally marked by the flash forward (or 

foreshadow) in time (foreshadow can fill the same slot as backflash 

cf. Table 2.2.). It gives the reader additional infonnation by 

explaining that this is before the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. 

Some readers would already be aware of this and need this information 

to ensure truthfulness of the account. To other readers this would be 

indicative of something corning in the text (e.g. later on in Genesis 

Sodom and GOmorrah are destroyed). Wendland (1983) specifically cites 

this digression, and classifies it as temporal. He (1983:30) states: 

"There is either a 'flashback' to some earlier point of time, a 

'flashforward' to subsequent events, or reference to some event (or 
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series of events) of a habitual or customary nature ••• II 

The repetition in this example is almost all identical lexically. 

Five out of six words are repeated word for word out of seven 

words originally stated. The two words which follow Lot, "his eyes" 

and the direct object marker (not translatable into English} so in 

essence it is like one word. This "one word" is repeated synonymously 

as "for himself 11 , since both instances refer to Lot's decision (first 

Lot gazes, secondly Lot chooses). 



2.4.5. Genesis 14:1-9 

•-..
'I I . :-

Shinu king-oi Amuph.l in-d,y,-o/ now-hr-wu (14:0 

Goiim king-of rnd-TiJ,1 El,m king-of Krdorbomrr EIIHu king-of Arioch 

.,..., .... 
. , .~ ~4;' 

Gomoruh king-al Bir.h, ,nd-wilh Sodom kin·g-of Bu• wilh w,r they•m•d• 12) 

: i~;n·<-;:"I ,.t.,~ 7~i-?'i c:~":~ ":"m 
\ ___ , ..... 

ilt;"71'.( .,..., .... =~;;; -,~ . ; 1-.- ✓.- l~~I~~ ·1 f'/! 
2oir lh•t Bel• ,nd-king-o/ Zrboiim king-a/ ,nd-Shrmtber Adm•h ling-of Shin•b 

C"J~;:l Pl?P -S~ 
se,.-of th,-Siddim ulley-o/ in thry-joinrd-forces these (l) 

they-served year len two (4) thr-ull 

;,~~7TP 
,nd-the-king• KedorS.omcr ten ,nd-in-lour (5) lh<!y•rebdl,d 

b-~~7 -.-:~ 1~:1 ~n~ 
•nd K,un.>im Rrr .. •itts •nd•lhey-Jrfr•l•d "'·i~h-him th•t 

·-:~i1 -r:~1 : c::~-:ti? --~ c:--~-~;:J r.~1 ~~~ ~ .. r~;::i 11,..,.,. ' . \"I< 

tht-Horile •nd (6) Kiri,th•im ln-Sh .. eh the-Emile, •nd in•H•m lh,-Zuziles 

: -1;!r;;:, -L.,. 'i:iK l~K~ ';,·~ j.l) -;·f? C:·J70; --~ , ... "': ' ' .. 
she-deu·rt ne.ar th•I Pu.1n El u-hr-u Scir on-hill-of-th<!m 

,:, ---- K~~ 
' . 1')!-';,~ 

,I • 
I.' -!i-;' t:~~o iK:';'l. ;::c;•, 

'' '•, ,.-
,nd -t hry-conq ue red K,d,.h that Mi,hp•I En lo ind -lhry-went then-thry-turned 17) 

,7~~~ -j,~ c:;1 "'-L..~··-1-:.(•;~\I --- -S;ai -::~ 11 /~ 

1he•Amorite .u•well•u lht-Am•l•kit, territory .. of whole-a/ 

-'i~i? 
Sodom king-of thrn-ho-in .rched-out (8) in•Hu.ezon th•-on•-living 

.,.J....,, 
·1 ( ;., J ';-;:·n~ ;j?P~ -L,... 

'lt:,1·1 

Bel, .and-king-of :Uboiitn .and-king-of Adu11h and-ldng-of Gomorrah and-king-of 

nJ( :0·7~ p~~'; ii6;.',,';) CQI$ i::il"1 i.Ii::: -Kii1 ', .. . I • r- • .. 
,g.iin,t (9) the-Siddim ln-nll,y-of bull, with-them .and-th,y-joined :zo., lhal 

~1~ ~~p 'St11?~1 I:'"~ 17P ''-----,,.,, 
l1- 1I , -l.:,-11 

I,.;' -
... i.., .... 
·j::,-: -~1·',-~~ 

H~• • f :-t 
Sh"'" king-of and-Amuph,I Goiim king-of and-Tid•I ES.m king-of K edorl•omcr 

: ;1-:n:rr.i -~ c·::'?~ ~"~iK --',i,: -1;, .. 'M"iKi ,1_._ , ...... =1.~1 n . -: - t I n" i • ,.s '._. I ". , 
th•-five .against kings lour Elluar king-a/ and-Arioch 

36 
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14:1 And it came about in the days of Amraphel king of Shinar, 
Arioch king of Ellasar, Chedorlaomer king of Elam, andTidal king 
of (}nim, 
2 that they made ~E .~ ~ king of Sodom, and with Birsha 
king of Ganorrah, Shinab king of Admah, and Shemeber king of 
Zeboiimand the king of Bela-(thatis, Zoar)-.- --
3 All these came~ allies to the valley of Siddim (that is, the 
Salt Sea). 
4 Twelve years they had served Chedorlaomer, but the thirteenth 
year they rebelled. 
5 And in the fourteenth year Chedorlaomer and the kings that 
were with him, came and defeated the Rephaim in Ashteroth-karnaim 
and the zuzim in Ham and the Emim in Shaveh-kiriathaim, 
6 and the Horites in their Mount Seir, as far as El-par-an, which 
is by the wilderness. 
7 Then they turned back and came to En-mishpat (that is, 
Kadesh), and conquered all the country of the Amalekites, and 
also the Amorites, who lived in Hazazontamar. 
8 And the king of Sodom and~ king of Gomorrah and the king of 
Admah and the king of Zeboiirn and the king of Bela (that is, 
Zoar} came ~ and they arrayea;-for battle agaTnst them .!!!. the 
valley of Siddim, 
9 against Chedorlacxner king of Elam and Tidal king of Goiim and 
Amraphel king of Shinar andArTocb king of Ellasar=four kings 
against five:- - -- --- --

This repetition is the list of nine kings (five against four). 

The author will not go into the details, as the repetition is so 

obvious. The differences involve an ABBA pattern (for illustrative 

purposes only, this is not chiasmus), where A=four kings, and B=five 

kings. In between A and B, is a clause which states they are going to 

war against each other. These clauses are synon~nous, with the second 

clause expanding with more details. 

The digression gives explanation information after which the text 

resumes with the repetition of the list of kings, and the four kings 

begin to fight against the five kings. First the digression shows that 

the five kings (fran Sodom etc.) have joined together in rebellion 
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against Chedorlaomer and his allies. Second, the digression shows 

itself to be partially a flashback when it gives the two year time 

span; and thirdly, we see the _four kings (Chedorlaomer and his allies) 

defeating enemies right and left. Therefore the explanatory 

infonnation indicates why the five kings have to fight, and may be 

indicative of the corning overthrow in the following verses. 

2.5. Event 

The following three examples illustrate how the digression 

carries simultaneous material in the text irrmediately following the 

resumptive repetition. The first two examples are of additional 

interest because they occur at the peak of the flood narrative (cf. 
4 

Longacre:1979). They are almost identical in structure and content, 

and also illustrate how 11planes of overlay" work (Longacre 

1979;1984:26;cf. chapter 1.2. and 1.9.2.4.). Overlay, resumptive 

repetition, and generic to specific repetition can all be seen in the 

following examples (2.5.1. and 2.5.2.) intertwined together in a 

relatively short span of text. 
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2. 5. 1. Genesis 7:6-11 

~r-1 r,it:(~ ~ -p rt~ 
yc:u hundred, 1i.: 14n-of •nd-No•h ••• 
T'll K:-, ,,-

No.h and•he-rri1errd (7) 

:n~, -~,11 

ah.-corth on hr-wu, ond-the-flood 

-',~ ir,K ,:~=t -1~ t~, 
into with-him ,ont.~f-him a.nd-wivts-of c1nd-"'1f.:--uf-h1m 

:i7i:-1C?0. h~Df0 
lht-d,un lhc-•nim,11 

: ',1=F-r;0 
(I) lhr-llood 

'0 ,.. 
wJlcn-of from-h«-of lhe-uk 

S:n ., \ ~:iK ' ' -1~, -~~ ljiliry -v~, iii:-iO :-i~ J"l't ~:-:ri::, 
I ,. I ,,._. .. r: ·1 , .. -

,h.a1 •nil-•11 I he-bird a.nd-lrom de.an ,h~-i9'•hOl th.t thr-4nim.1l .1nd-hom 

i1;f,ij -':,~' n~ -',K ' t:~~ -,i; :-;-i --T ,t\~ C?J9 :ii~7~iJ I;;'\ . , ... 
mde tho-uk lo No•h to lhoy-umc p.li.r polr (91 lhc•11round on movin1 

i,li:itp7 ,. ' "i1'1 ',-. : n~ -nl'.$ c•~-.,~ ii;'i~ 1~~ ~;~ti 
dter••-evcn-of •nd-he-wu (10) No•h Cod ht-comm•ndod jull•H •nd-ftm•I• 

i:..,~~ :y1~;:i -,!; ,~;:i ,,::Q;:i -o~ c·9•:,-:, ., ' J' 

in-ycAr'"'i>f (ll) lhe-urlh on they-um• lhc-llood and•w•tc-n-of tho-d•y• 

:;~ i9~-i1~;;i:;:i -~;:, b7n;i 11S --~r:i7 :i?r1 r:i~G -'d';; 
d•y len on-«•en thc-1econd in-lhc-monah Noot, 10-lllo-ol you hundrod1 1b 

ii~i o~ryr;t r.J~~i;i -Si;) t.1'""' , .. 
gre•t dttp •pring,-ol all-of they-bunt on-thc-d.y lo-lhe-monlh 

: ,nr;i!?~ t:~i;t,J i,~i~1 
1,lhey-wore-open«I lhr-hu••n• 1 •nd-lloodg•ln-ol 
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7:6 Now Noah was six hundred years old when th~ flood of water 
came upon the earth-.-
-7--Then Noah and his sons and his wife and his sons' wives with 
him entered the ark because of the water of the flood. 
8 Of clean animals and animals that are not clean and birds and 
everything that creeps on the ground, 
9 there went into the ark to Noah by twos, male and fanale, as 
God had cornnanded NOah. 
10 And it came about after the seven days, that the water of the 
flood came upon the earth. 
11 In the sixhundred th year of Noah' s life, in the second month, 
on the seventeenth day of the month, on the same day all the 
fountains of the great deep burst open, and the floodgates of the 
sky were opened. 

The repetition contains mostly identical words. This repetition 

contains an ABBA pattern (again, strictly for illustrative reasons) 

where A=Noah, and B=flood waters come to earth. "Noah" and "six 

hundreds year" are repeated exactly (four words), and the word "son 

of" is repeated synonymously as "to life of". In the "B" part the 

five words are essentially the same .in the repetition. The English 

translation demonstrates very nicely the essential differences.· The 

words have merely changed their order, and the nouns trade singular 

for plural affixes (this affects the verb too, but it is the same verb 

and tense). 

I consider the digression in vss. 6~11 to be an event where the 

following verses are simultaneous. This example is confusing because 

of the overlay occurring, but the fact of there being this overlay 

indicates that verses 12-17 is simultaneous to verses 6-11. 
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2.5.2. Genesis 7:12-17 

on 1h,-rain and-ht-ft!I (Ill 

' c:4:~ ' .-1.,·', Ci~ i1!0 ~-···-- c·;·~ttt1 c:n:::iK r1!$::i ~~-r • t I , 
ttlt ,r T : -

1h,-1h,1 !ht-day on•vtry-of (IJ) night and-forty day forty 1h,~ar1h 

riJ r,~J(l r,j --~; i.~-, Cf.ii -c:11 n_~ K:::l .. ._., ... , ,. 
No,h and-..,·11•-of Noah sons-of and-laph,th and-Ham and-Shtm Noah ht-•nlu~ 

, -,~ :i~;J ·-"""--• I lr,'.".•I_I ,:;; --~~ r.~·t;~ 
·: $ : 

th,y (14) thr-ark into wilh-thrm ,on,-ol-hlm wiv~s-of ancl-thr•r-of 

' -';=, ,·,-1~~ -ui,,--.- ;-·tr.n I 11r1 .. 1-r1 .. l 
' I Jf - •• 

-,;,1 
the•lh:estock and .. rvery--of to-kind-ol-h,r lhe-anim.al and~"~ry-of 

··,K:, -',~ t;:'1:, t;9J;:i -L. .. , 
r ---~, r· . f"~r 

I 7 -........ r·lJ j.,; ' . 
th,-1nound on thr-ont-<nwllng thr-cnwltr and-rvrry-of to-kind-of-hrr 

:.r-jt,f -L.:, ri~~ ,~ i:.~~~7 l'ji!:;; -'??1 ,~r~~ ,, ; 
'' , ' 

wing e,·ery-of bird evuy-of to-kind-of-him th,-blrd and-ev,ry-of lo-kind-of-him 

., 
-',f~ t:-'~ o·~ -',~ n_~ -',~ iK!:., -1;;;::, .. , 'C"'I ~;t1:J ' , . 

th,-creiturt from-tnry-of pair pair thr-ark into Noah to and-they-nm• (15) 

C"'~;::t, r.17 
. ' 

maJe and-th,-onu-going-ln (16) broth-of In-him that 

th,n-h,-,hul-in God him hr-commandtd just•H thry-<ame .cruturt from~vrry-ol 

•;,.., 
s· ,-1 : il~;i 

th•-••rth on day forty the-flood .and-he .. c.a.me (17) aftor-him 

c:7::;1 
I ~;o;:i -n~ ~Kf;':1 c:;-p;:i 

i1nd-she-ron the-ark and-thry-lift~d th,-watrrs and-thry-ir crused 

: .. 7K:i I , . ., , '-~~ 
th,➔arth from-on 
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7:12 And the rain fell-~n the earth for forty days and forty 
nights. 
13 On the very same day Noah and Shem and Ham and Japheth, the 
sons of Noah, and NOah's wife and the three wives of his sons 
with them, entered the ar~, 
14 they and every beast after its kind, and all the cattle after 
their kind, and every creeping thing that creeps on the earth 
after its kind and every bird after its kind, all sorts of birds. 
15 so they went into the ark to Noah, by twos of ali flesh in 
which was the breath of life. 
16 And those that entered, male and female of all flesh, entered 
as God had comnanded him; and the LORD closed it behind him. 
17 ~ the flood ~ ~ the earth for ~or~ days; and the 
water increased and lifted up the ark, so that 1t rose above the 
earth. 

The repetition here is largely lexically repeated (word for 

word). The verb is the same "came"; "rain" and "flood" are synonymous 

in this context. The "earth" is the same in the repetition, except 

the word is in a different position in each of the clauses. "Forty 

day" is repeated, and the 11 forty nights11 is the only item not 

repeated; however, it would not be unusual to understand "forty days" 

to include 11 forty nights11 in this context. 

This digression is basically a repetition of the digression in 

2.5./,, so that we can interpret the resumptive repetition here as 

serving to aid in the buildup to the peak. so here we see a use of 

cohesion and prominence intermingled. Note that the digressions in 

this example and in the last example demonstrate the use of tension 

(delay, time is suspended temporarily this way) to increase the impact 

of the peak which follows. 



2.5.3. Genesis 8:1-3 

q·q r,j -r:~ 'c:•::;-SI:$ i~T".l 
,nd 1',-,ah •• • God bul•h•-r•m•mbuod (8;1) 

;-;:rt' t-:il:t ~=K .... , '!"' ,. .. '": 

on-th,-arlr. with-him that 

! C:~·~0 ,:,tr, 
I .. 

lhf-w.atut: and-thry•rK,dtd 

c:~;~;:i n~,Ki 
' ... -,-, 

tft~•hu11~n, and-floocl11atu-or 

c:~~i'J i:t,:i 
th., .. .,,._.alen and-thry•nttdtd 

' c:~~:J ,;on., 
-' I I -• 

th•· ""'"Jltrs and-thry-w,nt-<lown 

' ;,9::,;:, 
lhr-livesloe:k 

r1*;;, 
th,-earlh ov~r 

ciiir;l rg~.;:o 
deep springs-or 

wind God 

~,-!"\,,., 
T'7f .! 

I 

;;~:1 
and-hr-.. nl 

and-thry•w•rr-clond (l) 

(J) th•••ky from thr-raln and-hr-1torped 

.;...t.. ... 
·1· 1•.,• 

and-to-rrtrdr to-conllnur 

.. ,K;i r • - • 
lhr-urth from-on 

: Ci~ r,tc7?1 01~0 ii~j?~ 
day and-hundrrd-of fihy ,1-rnd-of 
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8:1 But God remembered Noah and all the beasts and all the 
cattle that were with him in the ·ark; and God caused a wind to 
pass over the earth, and the water subsided. 
2 Also the fountainsof the deep and the floodgates of the sky 
were closed, and the rain from the sky was restrained; 
3 and the water receded steadily from the earth, and at the end 
of one hundred and fifty days the water decreased. 

The repetition is two words which are lexically identical. In 

verse 1 "and the water subsided" is a ccmplete clause. In verse 3 

"and the water receded" begins the clause which then continues. 

This digression explains the process of how the water receded, 

and demonstrates that it was not only the winds passing over the earth 

which is causing the water to recede (vs. 1); but, also the gushing 

water from within and without the earth which is explained in the 

digression. The simultaneous action which follows is the recession of 
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water. The rain stopped at essentially the same time as the wind 

began blowing across the earth. 

2.6. surrmary of clear examples in Genesis 1-15 

Table 2.3. 

SUMMARY OF CLEAR EXAMPLES OF RESUMPl'IVE REPETITION 

SUt-tiARY OF RESUMPl'IVE REPETITION 

Genesis 2:8-15 
Genesis 2:18-20 
Genesis 12:4 Non-Event 
Genesis 13: 10, 11 
Genesis 14: 1-9 

Genesis 7:6-11 
Genesis 7:12-17 Event 
Genesis 8:1-3 

The chart above shows the examples of resurnptive repetition 

discussed so far. The frequency with which resurnptive repetition 

occurs indicates wide usage in Biblical Hebrew. 

2.7. Ambiguous Non-Event Examples and Event Example 

In the following examples the same format will be followed as in 

section 2.5. In all cases the possible resurnptive repetition will be 

underlined in the English translation. 
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2.7.1. Genesis 2:2,3 

'c·~~~ ":-,:;:7-
c.od .,nd-h1.•-fin1"'h~d f 11 

~;-.:K~O 

011-thr-d.1y hr-did .. hich ,-ork-of-him 

.. ? ~~K =::IRJ "'i;·:;~;:r ..... - ', 
trnm-all-ot hti-restrd on-him be<JUH him ,nd-h,-m,d,-holy the-se~f'nth d,y-of 

~r;;~~~ 
lo-do G-,d h••crt•l•d 1h,t worl..-of-Hm 

2 And by the seventh day God completed His work which ~ had 
done; and He rested~ the seventh day from all His work which He 
had done. 
3Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because in 
it He rested from all His work which God had created and made. 

The ref)etition can easily be considered to be a surrmary and/or a 

paraphrase. In the case of paraphrase it can be considered to l:e 

generic to specific repetition. It seems the repetition is a further 

expansion and explains that since God rested (vs. 2), therefore, God 

makes the seventh day a holy day (vs. 3). Since there is no 

resumption taking place this is not resumptive repetition. If this 

were resumptive repetition it seems strange that a resumption would 

take place at the end of an episode and a narrative (cf. Bergen:1982). 

There are no other examples to support the possibility that this could 

be resumptive repetition. 



2.7.2. Genesis 6:17-7:4 

K•~~ 
. -~, ·~ 

!..in&ing now-I and-I (17) 

-',f np;7 ' -i,l7 'c~'i, ',,:;,~iJ -nN 
-i~t$ iiy':;i r1~::i . 
lhd utiture n-cry-ol to-dc,trO)' lh•-carth on W.lltn the-flood-of 

r1~; -ii7t$ c~gfiJ nl'JJ;IQ c•~o 
on-th••urth that ncrythin& tho-huvtn• from•undcr Iii• bruth-of In-him· 

":Jl'IK• ·i;;•j:p . - -n~ •r;ibp.;:rl : VJ~~ .., . 
with-you covcn.anl-of•mc but•l-wlll..,,t•bli,h (11) hc-wllt-pcrl•h 

. 
ii~iJ-',1$ 

\ 

-'Wt' '!Jl'lr7X'I if,;;n iii;li'.( i;.~;1 
I I• I 

and-wivtt-of and-wife-of-you •·· and • ..,n,-of-you you thc-uk to •nd-you:wlll-cnlcr 

~ -i,fQ, : ,o~ 'in; 
err.run lrom-nrry-of the-living and-from••ll•of (19) with-you ,on•-of-you 

i!;p.~ i;?! lr'IK .., . n:o::t? i1:::lMi1-',l'( 
.. - • y K';;ii;l ',~~ C:).~ 

•r1d-hm•lc m~l~ with-you to-kctp••liv, th•••rk to you-,h•ll-brina from-•11 two 

j-1~•~7 \ 

1i!~•Q7 -,;y::,Q ii7?;:9;:t -1Q~ : 1•;,• 
'" 

to-kind-of-her tht••nim•I •nd-from to-kind-of-him from•lh••bird (20) thty••h•ll•bt 

',~~ C:,J.~ ~;'JtQ7 ii911:$::J 
Hun1-.. u ,-u to-kind-of-him th1-1round 

-~~ '';""Kl;! -',~o Ti? -riR iil'lK1 :r,i~ti;:J? 'iJ'?.l'.( 'I"-,' . •" - I 

lh•I food from..,vcry-of for-you takt! •nd-you (ll) to-luicp-Jlivc- to-you 

:iil::~K', OiJ71 "" M"'in 'l'J:7~ r-i!:lOK1 ',:;K• 
rt ~ T I . ' /TT I • I • 'I 1 •• T -1 

... ,oo.i and-for-them for-you &nd-ht•i• I or-you .1nd-you-stort he-is-e,ten 

: :it?l1 o•;;°'?K ir,K ;'i;\~ 
,, 

',:;?' m ti l1., OT. p ' ·: ., i;'~ -~-
hr-did '° God h.im he-.:ommande.! th&I ••••II No•h •a-he-did (22) 

th•••rk into f•mily-o/-you •nd-wholc-of you go! ID•No•h Y&hw,h thrn•h•-uld (7:U 

1',=o .. 
from-every-of 

:i1r,:t 
Ill thr•this 

ii'1~ 
in•lht•gcnenllon brlon•m• 

!17 

p•,~ "ri'Ki 'ili\tC"::ll 
. t" 't ii I t' 

rightcou• I-found you !or 

ii.:. ... ,.:, ' JU•~•-

46 
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qJ : ir;,~~, 0"'1;.( c~~ Ni~ ~:Jfit? K';, ;;i, i7~0;iJ -j;;,, 
.,.., (J) and-mat•-of-him malo two sh• dun not that lh•-•nimal ind-from 

-',l) lllJ, ni•n:, , . ' ii;t?.!1 1i¥~ 
on kind to-li:t>t'r-allvt and-f•m ■ I• from-bird-of 

on ••ndlng-uln I HYOn from-now to-<l1y1 for (4) lht-tirth 111-of faco-of 

-i,f -n~ ·r:i·fi~, i17~? c·rnt:C1 c:i~ Cl'ftl~ r1~::i 
•nry-ol and-1-wlll-wl~••w•y night and-forty day forty th,..,arth 

' :ilOiK:-t 
" ., -, ti 

t:i!\p~;:t 
lht-earlh from-on 1-madt that cr~.atur~ 

6:17 And behold, I even lam bringing~ flood of water ~ 
the earth, to destroy all flesh in which ~ the breath of life, 
from under heaven; ever~thing that is~ the earth shall perish. 
18 But I will establish My covenant with you; and you shall 
enter the ark-you and your sons and your wife, and your sons' 
wives with you. 
19 And of every living thing of all flesh, you shall bring two 
of every kind into the ark, to keep them alive with you; they 
shall be male and female. 
20 Of the birds after their kind, and of the animals after 
their kind, of every creeping thing of the ground after its kind, 
two of every kind shall come to you to keep them alive. 
21 And as for you, take for yourself some of all food which is 
edible, and gather it to yourself; and it shall be for food for 
you and for them." 
22 Thus Noah did; according to all that God had cornnanded him, 
so he ,did. 
7:1 Then the LORD said to Noah, "Enter the ark, you and all your 
household; for you alone I have seen to be righteous before Me in 
this time. 
2 "You shall take with you of every clean animal by sevens, a 
male and his female; and of the animals that are not clean two, a 
male and his female; 
3 also of the birds of the sky, by sevens, male and female, to 
keep offspring alive on the face of all the earth. 
4 For after seven more days, I will send rain on the earth forty 
days and forty nights; and I will blot out frcinthe face of the 
land every living thing that,!_ have made:' 

This is almost all dialogue. The decision to throw this out as 

an example of resumptive repetition is based on several reasons. 
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First, the dialogue is broken up with verse 22 with the sense that a 

unit has ended. Second, Bailey (1983:104) observes 6:22 as a part of 
5 

"repetition chiasmus" which ends an episode. Longacre also 

identifies 6:13-22 as a single episode (cf. Longacre:1979). Third, 

there exists the possibility that this repetition is a tail-head 

transition (cf. 1.1. and 1.8.). Fourth, 7:1 would make a good episode 

beginning as the peak of the "flood narrative" occurs in this chapter. 
6 

Longacre states that 7:1-10 is a single episode (cf. Longacre:1979). 

And fifth,. Longacre (1979:111) in discussing the similarities between 

episode P-3 (vss. 6:13-22) and P-2 (vss. 7:1-10) notes that this 
7 

repetition is overlay: 

"For yet seven days and I will cause it to rain rain on the earth 
for forty days and forty nights, and I will kill off every living 
thing that I have made from off the face of the earth" in 7:4 is 
comparable with certain passages in episode P-3, i.e., with 6:13 
but more especially with 6:17: 111, even r, am bringing a flood 
of water on the earth to destroy fran under the heavens all flesh 
in which is found the breath of life; all which is in the earth 
shall die." Here the repetition in the planes of the overlay 
highlights the covenant and the destructiveness of the flood. 

The digressions of resumptive repetition do not seem to interrupt 

themselves (the exception possibly being an anbedded resumptive 

repetition, cf. 2.7.7.). The most conclusive argunent sides with 

Longacre, in that this repetition is overlay; therefore, it is not 

r~sumptive repetition. 
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2.7.3. Genesis 11:31-12:5 

-ntt nii;i nw, 
T,uh •nd-h,-took Ull 

'J~ 
\ 

il; \ 

ci', -nNi nt('! -ifl n;:, -1:;i ijf c,~iit 
C "t I .,, ' . 

Sud •nd •on-al-him kin-al H•un •on-ol Lor and ton-al-him Abram 

c:¢~ 1K;i~ it:;i C:;J;t< r",i:'K t'i}'~ ·.- , .. 
rog,th,r and-th,y-nt-aut ton-of-him Abram wilt-of daughton•I"•'• w-ol-hilft 

nr, -,~ 1K::l-, w~ ;,siiit 'r-~'.;,~ C"~;> ,,~r., ' .. ',.,. 
Har~n to bul-lhoy•<am• Canaan lo-la"d to-go Chaidun, lrom-Ur-ol 

C'1f ~~n n16 -~~ i::r-i :C!V i:l~l , ... 
yun fin T,rah d•:,o-ol ancl-lh•y•w•tt (Jl) lhue a"d-lhry-.,ttltd 

'iii;,~ ,o~., 
~· C • =nr:i; n,o r.~;1 i1JP C~PKT?1 

Yahwth and-h,-ulcl (U:J) '"•Haran Torah and-h,..!lrd yur and-tw~hundred 

=;J~lt:e ~jl( rll$~ -,1$ ~r~l;( n·;~, ,. .. ., 
1-wlll-,how-you th•• 1hr-bnd to l•thrr-ol-you • .,J.ftom-hou,e-ol 

,nd-1-will-m,k•-I'""' •nd-1-will-bl,u-you 11rut in10-n1llon •nd-1-will-makr-you 12> 

I 

11·;,~1;'? ~H~~ 
onu-blu1lng-you •nd-1-will-blus (3) 1,1,ulng and-be! "•mr-of-you ,~ fi:;i ~~l:t :i77R~, 
all-of through-you 1-wlll-cunt and-onr-cuning-you 

' ;-q:,~ 
_,:;.,.., 
I~~~ ""1''1 T.r•• 

!~~iN;'i 
IT ,-; 1' r.i;i:;;t~ 

Yahweh t<>-him ht-I old jutt•H so-ht-lrfl (4) th,-urlh ~opl•••ol 

il;i~ 
and-Abram with-him 

Lot and .... 11,-ol-him S•nl Abum and-h,-took (5) from-Har•n wh,n-to-go-him 

., 
1~~1 i"i'.'11';( 

th,y:a«umulat,d lh•I pou,niono-of-thtm all-of and broth~r-of-him 

lh~y-acquired lh•t 

1K~':) 
I 

p;;~ 
Canaan ,.,.Ja.,d and-thty-arri vtd Can.ran 
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11:31 And Terah took Abram his son, and r.ot the son of Haran, 
his grandson, and Sarai his daughter-in-law, his son Abram's 
wITe; and they went out together from Ur of theChaldeans m 
order to enter the land of Canaan; and they went as far as Haran, 
and settled there. -- -
32 And the days of Terah were two hundred and five years; and 
Terah died in Haran. 
12: 1 Now the LORD said to Abram, "Go forth from your country, 
And from your relatives And from your father's house, To the 
land which I will show you; 
2 And I will make you a great nation, And I will bless you, And 

. make your name great; And so you shall be a blessing; 
3 And I will bless those who bless you, And the one who curses 
you I will curse. ·And in you all the families of the earth shall 
be blessed." 
4 So Abram went forth as the LORD had spoken to him; and Lot 
went .. with him. Now Abram was seventy-five years old when he 
departed from Haran. 
5 And Abram took Sarai his wife and LOt his nephew, and all 
theirpossessions which they had accunulated, and the persons 
which they had acquired in Haran, and they set out for the land 
of Canaan; thus they cam: to the land of Canaan. 

There is a high degree of similarity in the repetition in this 

example. Hov.1ever, the participant Terah is not included. This makes 

it seem highly unlikely to be resumptive repetition. rt is also quite 

likely that 11:32 ends an episode with the death of Terah. This does 

not mean that as Abram continues to canaan that the Genesis author 

would not (or could not) describe their leaving Haran in a similar 

manner as when they left Ur. One additional factor is the "Abraharnic 

Covenant 11 which God gives to Abram. Coupling this with the end of an 

episode, makes the 11Abraharnic Covenant" a good setting to begin a new 

episode. Especially since this is the motivating factor in Abram 

setting out for Canaan. Therefore, taking these two factors into 

consideration, I do not consider this example to be resurnptive 

repetition. 



2.7.4. Genesis 12:10-14 

lhr-hminr hr-wu-stverr beouse there to-livr to-E11ypl Abram and-hr-went-down 

i:r,~J~~ Kt:, . ' :•1R::i i~lP ,.:;.i 
1.1, ... :rj~; 

inlo-[gypl to .. cntc~ hr-wu-aboul tuu-u 1nd-hc-w11 (II) in-I h,-la nd 

~K -~11;• "l:~ ', ' ., ilt-5-;r,-r.~~ ·~ ~~ -i1~;".1 "~:, - K ~~K~ ,, I ., .rT ~• '-' • 

sight buutiful-of wom.an lhal I-know no...,..·! Jff! wifr-of-him s~ui lo •nd•he•uid 

c:·~:.:;i::i ' . '!Ki' ~,t( ;-1•'??;<1 l~K --? i"'i-:TI . , . tf I 

>nd-lh<y-will-,ay lhe-Egyplian, you they•"• when and-ho-will-be (12) you 

now! uy! (IJ) lhry-will-l,1-li" bul•you m• and-1hey-will-kill 1hi1 wif,-01-him 

.,...:., .. !];! ,, 
' ', -~ryt$ --- .. ,, •t•-.i\ G!S -1 .!•-., _.,. 1-•-✓ r ••I 

for-uke-<>f•you for-mr hr-will-be-w,11 10--thal you sisler-of•mt 

xi::.:. ~Ai . -',""·:i ~~~ ---• ~1, .. (t: I ii, llj 
'. . ;• "ii'; 

•s•to-<ome .ind•he•w•s (H) on•account-of•you lif,-of-111, anJ-sh,-will-be-,p•nd 

:-tiN:-1 ' ':~7'1 -,!$ c::~1;:~n -~·-·•'."-. c:::;tc 
' 

. .,. .... I 11r ;,_;~I~ 

buuliful thr-woman lhr-Egypl ian, and-lh•y-saw 10-Egypt Abram 
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12:10 Now there was a famine in the land; so Abram went down to 
Egypt to sojourn there, for the famine was severe 1n the land. -
11 And-it came about when he came near to Egypt, that he said to 
Sarai his wife, "See now, I know that you are a beautiful wanan; 
12 and it will come about when the Egyptians see you, that they 
will say, 'This is his wife'; and they will kill me,· but they 
will let you live. 
13 "Please say that you are my sister so that it may go well 
with me because of you, and that I may live on account of you." 
14 And it~ about when Abram~ into Egypt; the Egyptians 
saw that the woman was very beautiful. 

The repetition is more of a synonymous repetition than identical 

repetition of words in this example. If we compare the clauses 

surrounding the word "Egypt" in verses 10, 11, and 14 we see that 

verse 11 seems to "backtrack" in time chronologically. So it seems 

that the clauses in verse 10 and verse 14 are very nearly the same 

time that Abram has entered Egypt. verse 14 may be more specific than 

verse 10, but that would not hinder the example from being resumptive 

repetition. 

We can also argue that this example follows the pattern of the 

clear examples. We have background information appearing as a 

digression. This background information becanes necessary to a good 

understanding of what follows in this chapter (of Genesis), therefore, 

this example demonstrates rest.nnptive repetition. 
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2.7.5. Genesis 13:7,8 

=~~~ -:-:.~r?~ ~y, ., ... :;~7 -·0:-J. , .. ,. .. 
Abum h«J-ul onN-lc-nding-of Htwitc-n qu•rul •nd-h~•r01>c (7) 

i;!;:J') ' ... ., ·p, "';~;?m ... '. -;:;~~ 11"1-, 
I~ 

,nd-thc .. rrrizulc ,nd•the--C•n,unilc Lot hrrd-ol onn-lf'nding-of .1nd-bf'twttn 

qu•rr•I l,1-hor-W now! nol Loi lo Abrom so-hr-uid la) in-th•-l•nd living lhrn 

j·;~ ·;, J'?.1 --~~~ .. .,, ~- ~-, 
,nd-bci""" onts-lcnding-of-mc ~nd-bt-1wiren .1nd-bt-1wrm-yo11 

w• brolhtn m•n for onn•ltnding-of-you 

13:7 And there was strife between the herdsmen of Abram's 
livestock and the herdsmen of Lot's livestock. Now the Canaanite 
and the Perizz1te were dwelling then in the land. 
8 Then Abram said to LOt "Please let there be no strife between 
you and me, nor between !!!Y herdsmen and your herdsmen, for we are 
brothers. 

It is obvious that in verse 7 there is a digression. The crucial 

question here is, can we consider something a repetition when one part 

is quotive (in this example the repetition is quotive) and the other 

is not? And why not? I think it c~n be done. The digression gives 

new information. By following the pattern of the clear examples of 

resumptive repetition presented in section 2.5. we could decide that 

this new information has a direct bearing on the quarrel between Lot 

and Abram's men. I will add this to the examples of resumptive 

repetition for the time being. Many more examples will need to be 

examined to make a positive identification in t:his case. 



2.7.6. Genesis 15:12-17 

c-......... _ ". -t., .. _. i1,L., _l"I. ~ ----- ... , ~-.!.L. ....... '-:, 0 ii-i f\ , J,I I 11;f '_[ j1_1 1 I" J_. i VJ,.~~·- C" 1 _ 

~br•m on sh,-1,11 ·•n·d-d .. p-slnp to-stl lh,-,un H-he-was 02) 

10.,,_b,am lhrn-h,-uid (IJ) over-him coming Rrul darknrss drudful ar,d-.. t! 

,6 ·r~·~~ nl}if 
I : ·• 

I il .,. -,;p V~lj ?;-i; 
hot i:,-\OUt1lry Jt."!JCrnd,nt-or-you stnngrr lhat you-know to-know 

hundrods four I hem and-thry-wilt-mhlrul and-thry-wlll-strvr-th,m to-lhrm 

c.n .. , 
and-alltr 1 puni,hing lh•y-s,rvr 1h11 lh,-nalion bu1-indnd 114) yur 

i1MK'l 
•• • I 

to you-will-go l,a1-yoa (U) gr,at wlth-poueulon they-wlll-<ome-<>ul that 

Cii_..::I 
.('t'' 

and-g,nnation (16) Rood at-<ild-ag• you-wllt~..l,uri~ ln-prac, f>lhen-ol-you 

:;im-,~ •ibK.1 n~ c:~-16 ? i1E! ,::i~~ 't"':::li , ~, 
' ' h,r, lo th,-Amorit• sin-<>f lull not for h,rr th,y-wlll-<orn,-back fourth 

,_, 
i1:!Ii :-ii-n iiJ:t ;,;7m. ~$ b;;\?';:r "iT"1 1'1"-? . - - . ' .,. ,-

tmokf' firr-pol .and~'t'! h,-frll ..and~arknus h,_t th1-tun .and-he-w~s (17) 

::-.7~;:i c:··:m,:i r; ,~,v ir:IN 
., 

r/7l( -•i:,'?1 
J;.., •T• 

1h,-th,., th,-pi«., ~twir-en h•-p•,.~ that hlar, and-ton:h 
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15:12 Now when the sun was going down, a deep sleep fell upon 
Abram; and behold--;-Eerror and greatdarkness fell upon him. 
13 And God said to Abram, "Know for certain that your 
descendants will be strangers in a land that is not theirs, where 
they will be enslaved and oppressed four hundred years. 
14 But I will also judge the nation whom they will serve; and. 
afterward they will come out with many possessions. 
15 And as for you, you shall go to your fathers in peace; you 
shall be buried at a good old age. 
16 Then in the fourth generation they shall return here, for the 
iniquity of the Amorite is not yet complete." 
17 And it came about when the sun had set, 
dark,~nd-behold, there appeared a smoking 
torch which passed-between these pieces. 

that it ~ very 
oven and a flaming 

The repetition is all lexically identical except for "darkness" 
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which is used synonymous_ly here, and the verb form is changed from an 

infinitive to a perfect tense. It is this morphic change with its 

implicit alternation of meaning which make this example anbiguous. 

This is the only instance, of all the potential examples of resumptive 

repetition where this occurs. It seem likely, however, that this is 

resumptive repetition, for the following reasons. First, it can be 

argued that the time difference--if any-is so minute that it is of no 

significance. Second, the digression here fits the pattern of other 

examples of resumptive repetition. The digression appears to be an 

event which is simultaneous to what follows the repetition. Bob 

Bergen (personal cornnunication) says it is not uncOOT110n to have 

quotive material followad by the simultaneous event in Biblical 

Hebrew; which in this case is a covenant agreement between Abraham and 

God where the two cannot really be separated from each other. My 

conclusion, then, is that this is another example of resurnptive 

repetition. 



2.7.7. Genesis 13:18-14:13 

Abram so-h,-mov,d-lrnl (18) 

,nd-h,-buih at-H,bron that M.amrt 

;, ..... -.,.,o ,~~~K '·;;-:;-1 -r~ j ... , .. J.' . ' 
Shinar king-of Amrophrl _in-day,-ol 

,.L.K,~, .. f 
fff'lf•lrt'f'S•of 

·;?l 
now-h, .. was (14:1) 

=~:1 
and-h,-li.,d 

: ~;j-7. 
to-Yahwrh 

K~'-
and-h,-w,nt 

n:::im ~t ., .. : . 

altar there 

c::;i~ l.. ',1,·-;rn cf,·v 779 '10:i;',;7:, •i~',K .,.1..,0 ""i'il< : 7(.i? . : • t ( " •: f I y : ,.~ J •; ·j (.J, I,,. 
Goiim kinR•of and-Tidal El,m king-of Kedorl,om,r Elluu king-of Arioch 

Gomorrah king-of Binha and-with Sodom king-of Ben with war thoy-mado (2) 

Zoar that Bela and-king-of Zeboiim king-of and-Shomobor Admah king-of Shinab 

r,:;i,;:i 
sea-of· that lht-Siddim v•lloy-of In they-joinod-forcos these all-of (3) 

--- --'-•-cfl..:;,, - ... -.L..-,-:, -n~ ~1~.v ii~ :i~:;i; C::"'ri~ :nL;,;;o 1 I~"( t I )~ f , .,.,. · ll•:"-:° ( : ~; ··: ·; .... : 

you len but-lhr .. Ktdorhomrr I hey-ffrved year ltn two (4) th,-salt 

'---t..~-- -Mil•;.t.. __ ~ ~::; ;i~tl1 
. 

t(.,; r.:,~c:i, : iiJ~ Ii..~:'~·-': , •. "'!" .. : : 
" '' ... •: - 1-: 

and-thr-klngs ktdorbomf'r h~-w~nt y•ar ten and-in-lour (5) th,y-rrbrllrd 

-nKl r::·',c, r,71;.~~~ 'en~~-, -r11$ i,?':l ;t,~ i:'t-t 
~ : .• '1- .. I .r.· ·: 

.:1,.! .: .. ,,.::~. ir,.Ashterolh R•phailors and-thty-ddutrd with-him th•t 

: □·r,•,;, 
•rT'I' :I• c:rnm ' . 

lho-Horit• and (6) Klriath•im ln-Sh1veh tho-EmilH and ln•H•m thr-Zuzll•• 

17K51 .. ,~~~ c-.~n:l 
~T i - : 

ntu lh•t S.ir on-hill-of-them 

~±:1 . ~7i? Ki~ 'c:~~~ "l.'-';,K 
., , 

1K:::l"1 ,::;,,, I~- ... .. ',, T• 

,nd-they•conqul'red K1dtsh that Mishpat En to .ind-thf'y•wf'nt then-thoy-lurn,d (7) 

·")bt;;:t ii~ 
tht•Amorltt .is-wtrf-H thr-Am•lrkllo lerritory-of whol•-of 

.l.'l.."' "'i7J?1 ~-~-~~ 779, ... - , ... 
Bria rnd-king-of z~boiim and-king-of 

Tamar 

\ii~"'7t( 77p, 
Adm1h ind-king-of 

iijb~ 
Comornh 

thf'-Onl'-living 

t.. 
7r91 

and-king-of 
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~ : C'"';i~;:t pt;f:ii il¢':J7~ C:Q~ 'i;"?"i-ll.~l iV~ -K;::, 
•l•lnat (9) lh••Sldcllm ln-voll•y-of INul, wllh•lhem 1nd-lhC)'•joined Zou 1h11 

Shinu king-of 1ncl-Amraphcl Goiim king-of 1nd-Ticl1l Elim king-of Kedorl1omcr 

P9F.1 : ill?l;Q;:t -r.tc c:i-;~l? i:.¥~725 i;';t( 1?~ 7i:7is1 
now-ullty-of (JO) the-five •g•in•I king, lour Elluor king-of 1nd-Arioch 

;iibm 
.. •1 -

11td-Gomorr •h 

:'io,1 
lhty-11,d 

SoJom 

to-hlll 

kins-of when-lhcy-flcd 

•nd-lhr-onti•rtm•ining 

c"'lo 
s' 

•11-<>f rnd and-Gomorr•h Sodom good,-of all-of 

11\?".1 
md 11td-1hcy-nrricd-off (U) 

K'l;;r} 'i~_~:'.l ·ni< r -, 

living tince--hr and-lhcy-ldt Abram brolhcr-of 

pils•of 

inlo-che-re 

the-Siddim 

-,';,~•, ' .. 
and-thty-fell 

~n-::,; I, .. 
•nd•lhey-.. ized (J J) 

1hcn-1hcy-lcft food.:0,-ihcm 

poucuion-of-him 

lhr-Hcbrew 10-Abnm and-he-reported lhe~K•pff 1nd-hc-camt {U) in-Sodom 

'!'\$1 'I...-. . . 
~~,~; -.!..:; • ,,.,..:.,1( !1~ "~c~, l<J~Q N'i:ii ' . I"' ' ond-brolhtr-of E,hcol brother-<>f tht-Amoriit M1111rc nur-lrtt1-of livin& now-he 

: Cji)lC -n·,:::i ·L:iv~ C::il'l i3V . , ,..., ... ., 
Abnm covnunl-of owners-of ad-these Aner 
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13:18 Then Abram moved his tent and came and dwelt _!?Y the oaks 
of Mamre, which are in Hebron, and there he built an altar to the 
LORD. 
14:1 1'\nd it came about in the days of Miraphel. king of shinar, 
Ar_ioch king of Ellasar, Chedorlaomer king of Elam, and Tidal. king 
of Goiim, 
2 that they made war with Bera king of Sodom, and with Birsha 
king of Ganorrah, Shinab king of Admah, and Sherneber king of 
Zeboiim and the king of Bela (that is, Zoar). 
3 All these came as· allies to the valley of Siddim (that is, the 
Salt Sea}. 
4 'I\ve1ve years they had served Chedorlaomer, but the thirteenth 
year they rebelled. . 
5 And in the fourteenth year Chedotlaomer and the kings that 
were with him, came and defeated the Rephaim in Ashteroth-karnaim 
and the ztizim in Ham and the Dnim in Shaveh-kiriathairn, 
6 and the Horites in their Mount.seir, as far as El-paran, which 
is by the wilderness. 
7 Then they turned back and came to En-mishpat (that is, 
Kadesh), and conquered all the country of the Arnalekites, and 
also the Amorites, who lived in Hazazontamar. 
8 And the king of Scxlom and the king of Gomorrah and 
Admah and the king of Zeboiim and the king of Bela 
Zoar) came out; and they arrayed for battle against 
valley of Siddim, 

the king of 
(that is, 

them in the 

9 against Chedorlaomer king of Elam and Tidal king of Goiim and 
Amraphel king of Shinar and Arioch king of Ellasar--four kings 
against five. . · 
10 Now the valley of Siddim was fuU of tar pits; and the kings 
of Sodom and Gomorrah fled, and they fell into them. _But those 
who survived fled to the hill country. 
11 Then they took all the gocxls of Sodom and Gomorrah and all 
their food supply, and departed. 
12 And they also took Lot, Abram's nephew, and his possessions 
and departed, for he was living in Scxlorn. 
13 Then a fugitive came and told Abram the Hebrew. Now he was 
living by the oaks of Mamre the Amor1te, brother of Eshcol and 
brother of Aner, andthese were allies with Abram. 

The author finds this one of the hardest examples to deal with. 

First of all this example has an anbedded resl.D"llptive repetition (cf. 

2.4.5. for discussion). verse 18 appears tq end an episode, and as it 

has already been pointed out, non-event examples of resumptive 

repetition do not cross episode boundaries (cf. 2.2.). However, event 
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examples may cross episode boundaries. If we were to assume that this 

is an event example of resumptive repetition, then, by comparison with 

the clear examples of event resumptive repetition, we would predict 

that what is in the digression (14: 1-12) is simultaneous to what 

follows in verse 13. But, this is not true. We are left with a 

dilemna. The repetition brings us back to a specific person--Abram; 

and a specific location--Mamre. It seans·like there is a resumption 

to the main character--Abram. We are left with opposing choices. 

Either we can say this is not resumptive repe.tition or, that it is 

resumptive repetition and reveals a new aspect we did not know 

before. This new aspect is that the digression can sometimes be in 

sequence with what follows. The author favors this latter choice and 

has illu.strated it as such in Table 2. 2. The author sees this 

sequential nature of the digression to be the exception to the rule 

which states that the digression is simultaneous to what follows. 
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2.8. Sunmary of Ambiguous Examples of Resumptive Repetition 

Table 2.4. 

DE'I'ERMINA'rION OF AMBIGUOUS EXAMPLES 

AMBIGUOUS DETERMINED AS: 

Genesis 2:2,3 PARAPHRASE OR SUMMARY 
Genesis 6:17-7:4 OVERLAY 
Genesis 11:31-12:5 Non-Event DIFFERENT EPISODES 
Genesis 12:10-14 .RESUMPTIVE REPETITION 
Genesis 13:7,8 RESUMPTIVE REPETITION 

Genesis 15:12-17 ' RESUMPTIVE REPETITION 
Genesis 13: 18-14: 13 Event RESUMPTIVE REPETITION 

Table 2.4. 

determined to be. 

above shows what the ambiguous examples were 

Table 2.5. below shows a sunrnary of all the 

examples of resumptive repetition. This shows a significant number of 

cases found only in fifteen out of a total of fifty chapters in 

Genesis. In the following chapter the author will be examining one 

more example of resumptive repetition found in another part of Genesis 

and applying the insights found thus far. 
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Table 2.5. 

SUMMARY OF ALL EXAMPLES OF RESUMPTIVE REPETITION IN GENESIS 1-15 

RESUMPI'IVE REPETITION IN GENESIS 1-15 

Genesis 2:8-15 
Genesis 2:18-20 
Genesis 12:4 
Genesis 12:10-14 Non-Event 
Genesis 13:7,8 
Genesis 13: 10, 11 
Genesis 14:1-9 

Genesis 15:12-17 
Genesis 7:6-11 
Genesis 7:12-17 Event 
Genesis 8:1-3 
Genesis 13: 18-14: 13 
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NOTES 

1 It should be pointed out that resumptive repetition and its 
digression is an exception to this. 

2 I say chiastic-like because chiasmus is normally used for a reason. 
In other words, this seans accidentally to pattern as a chiasmus. 

3 Bob Bergen (personal coomunication) says the verb "went" seems to 
have some kind of special function in setting new scenes, or 
proceeding on which doesn't have anything to do with repetition. This 
needs to be studied further; as many scholars know the Hebrew verb 
systau has long had many puzzling "things going on" which no one seems 
able to pin down precisely. 

4 The following is the chart Longacre uses to demonstrate the 
episodes in the flood narrative (Longacre:1979:95). 
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5 This can be found in Bailey (1983: 104) in his Appendix 1 under "The 
Perfect verps· in the Narrative l'Ortions of Genesis"; in his 
listing under section 9 called 'Perfects following other particles'. 

6 Cf. note 4. 

7 Cf. note 4. 



3.0. a>NCLUSION 

The goal of this thesis has been to demonstrate, p:Jssibly for the 

first time in any depth, that resumptive repetition occurs in Biblical 

Hebrew. A secondary goal should be revealed as deroonstrating 

resllll1ptive repetition as a discourse feature in other languages, and 

as a p:Jssible translation tool. My personal p:Jsition is that it is a 

universal in language. I trust that by simply citing a few examples 

of resumptive repetition, from several diverse languages in the 

Appendices, that these will provide justification for this claim. 

3.1. The Documentary Hypothesis' use of Repetition Based on Wrong 

Assumption 

The Documentary Hypothesis, more cornnonly known as the JEDP 

theory, claims that multiple authors wrote Genesis and other portions 

of the Bible. On the contrary my own position is that there is one 

author of Genesis, and that the linguistic evidence supports this 

position in opposition to the JEDP theory. The JEDP theory has held 

dominance for over two hundred years based on false assumptions, viz. 

that repetition is one of four criteria which can be used as one 

criterion for determining different authors of a text (see quote 

below). If repetition can be shown to be misused, then the rest of 

the theory has little credence. Eissfeldt typifies the JEDP theories' 

proponents (1965:186): 

64 
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A fourth criterion, finally, of which the analysis of the 
·Pentateuchal narrative makes use, is the observation of formal 
literary phenomena such as the double or more frequent 
occurrences of narratives, parts of narratives and references, 
the interruption of a narrative by an element which clearly does 
not belong to it, and the later resumption of the thread which 
has been broken off, and many other similar points. 

The above quote is quite interesting because it is a recognition of 

the very discourse feature this thesis deals with--resumptive 

repetition. I have already argued that language works naturally with 

these "interruptions"_and uses repetition to resume the "thread which 

has broken off." Repetition cannot be used as a criterion to 

determine multiple authorship of a text, since repetition is known--a 

linguistic fact--to be used for cohesion and prominence (cf. 1.8.). 

Longacre notes (cf. 1979;1984) that an understanding of how repetition 

can be used resolves all internal conflicts in Genesis. Since 

resumptive repetition is a cohesive discourse feature, \>.e can say 

that: 1) resumptive repetition in biblical Hebrew indicates one 

source (author), and 2) that as a cohesive device it indicates the 

document's composition to have been originally composed similarly to 

the form of the text we have passed down to us. , 

I do not agree with those who believe that repetition is a gauge 

used to determine if a text is fran oral traditions. A rain gauge 

measures the amount of rainfall in a given period of time, say twenty

four hours. The number of inches of water in the rain gauge may 

provide a close estimate to the daily (and annual} rainfall in a 

geographical area. Repetition is not like the water in a rain gauge. 
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You cannot pour repetitions into a "repetition gauge" and say 11Well, 

if the repetition reaches this mark, we know that this is fran oral 

tradition." That is a big assumption. Rather, repetition is used for 

1) prominence, or for 2) cohesion. 

Winter states that this difference between oral repetition and 

written repetition is minimal, and I hold to the same position 

(1974:7, 8): 

In this study, we regard speech as primary to the written 
language. It would have been ideal if a comparative study of 
spoken and written materials could have been made. There is, 
however, sufficient evidence of the richness of repetition in the 
written language to stand for the repetition function in language 
as a whole. we will in any case, see that repetition structures 
are indispensable in the written language. If there is an 
obvious difference between spoken and written1t would 7:>e a 
difference of degree rather than of kind, thoughthere are some 
kinds of repetition which never occur in careful writing (e.g. I, 
.!_ thought you were were caning today). -

(emphasis mine) 

By taking resumptive repetition as an example of cohesion, if 

resumptive repetition is used in everyday speech, then why wouldn't it 

show up in written literature? And vice versa. The same reasoning 

goes for prominence repetition. If repetition is used to make a point 

in everyday speech, why should it not be used in the literature for 

the same purpose? 

As a matter of fact, this is exactly what happens. Anyone 

looking through an English book on canposition (such as Watkins et 

al.:1961:171-72) or rhetoric will find repetition is stated as a 

device to be used for good writing. And so it has been demonstrated 

by men like Martin Luther King (in speeches), etc., that repetition 
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can have the same functions in oral language as in written language. 

There also seems to be a circular reasoning where the assumption 

is that the repetition in Hebrew (Biblical) is due to oral tradition. 

Alter states that (1981:90): 

Finally, the oral context of biblical narrative has been invoked 
as a general explanation of its repetitive mode of expression. 
One does not necessarily have to assume, as some scholars have 
plausibly proposed, that the biblical narratives derive from 
long-standing oral traditions; for in any case it is altogether 
likely that they were written chiefly for oral presentation. As 
several indications in the Bible itself suggest, the narratives 
would typically have been read out from a scroll to sane sort of 
assanbled audience •••• 

There are two assumptions here: 1) oral tradition accounts for the 

use of repetitions in the text as many JEDP proponents suggest, or 2) 

The text was written to be read orally, so therefore repetition is 

used to aid the listener. 

I do not feel either view is justified, although I think Alter is 

headed in the right direction. The point Alter misses • is that 

repetition is a regular part of ~anguage use. Alter (1981:96, 97) 

does point out in his chapter on "Techniques of Repetition", that 

repetition can be used for a number of different purposes, including: 

Leitwort, Motif, Theme, sequence of actions, Type-scene. But as I 

have argued, repetition is not used only to help listeners follow a 

text better, although I agree with Alter where he describes repetition 

as having a purpose within the text's structure. Examining other 

languages around the world shows evidences of repetition used for a 

variety of purposes (cf. Callow:1974). Therefore, I feel both 
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assumptions based upon oral conditioning.need to be re-evaluated in 

light of current linguistic work on repetition. 

Wendland says "Connectivity" is important in examining discourse 

structure in Hebrew (1984:9): "There are two aspects of connectivity 

which need to be investigated in a text. These are not mutually 

exclusive in their operation, for they both frequently involve 

repetition in sane form or other." These·two aspects are "Cohesion" 

and "Coherence". Under ."Coherence" wendland says (1984:9): "Exact or 

synonymous repetition (also mentioned under "arrangement" above) is 

the most obvious way of showing continuity of meaning •• " 
The importance of identifying cohesion as a primary aspect .of a 

discourse is essential to.the interpretation of a passage. One of the 

weaknesses of the JEDP theory is that it has failed to observe the 

nature of cohesion. The JEDP proponents ignore the fact that 

repetition is a basic part of language when they use repetition as one 

of the four criteria in splitting a text into different sources. 

As Halliday and Hasan state (1976:5): 

Cohesion is part of the system of a language. The potential 
for cohesion lies in the systematic resources of reference, 
ellipsis and so on that are built into the language itself. The 
actualization of cohesion in any given instance, howaver, depends 
not merely on the selection of sane option from within these 
resourc~s, but also on the presence of some other element which 
resolves the presupposition that this sets up~ 

They also say that cohesion is one of.the best ways to identify 

what is and what is not a text: 
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The concept of cohesion is a semantic one; it refers to relations 
of meaning that exist within the text, and that define it as a 
text. 

Cohesion occurs where the INTERPETATION of some element in the 
discourse is dependent on that of another. The one PRESUPPOSES 
the other, in the sense that it cannot be effectively decoded 
except by recourse to it. When this happens, a relation of 
cohesion is set up, and the two elements, the presupposing and 
the presupposed, are thereby at least potentially integrated into 
a text. 

3.2. Applying Resumptive Repetition to Explain a Problem in The 

'Joseph story' . 

In the so-called 'Joseph Story' one of the puzzles has been the 

'Judah and Tamar' episooe which does not seem to fit into the rest of 

the narrative. 

chapter 50. 

The 'Joseph story' begins in Genesis 37 and ends in 

The 'Judah and Tamar' episode occurs wholly in chapter 

38. Below the reader can compare the verses which bracket chapter 38: 

37: 36 
Meanwhile, the Midianites 
sold him in Egypt to 
Potiphar, Pharaoh's officer, 
the captain of the bodyguard •. 

39:1 
Now Joseph had been 
taken down to Egypt; 
and Potiphar, an 
Egyptian officer of 
Pharoah, the captain 
of the bodyguard, 
bought him from the 
Ishmaelites, who had 
taken him down there. 

rt is quite obvious that this is resumptive repetition. Longacre 

notes some interesting things about these two verses (1984: 63): "Note 

that in 37:36 we are specifically told that the 'Midianites' sold 

Joseph to POtiphar, while in the recapitulation of this information in 

39: 1 we are told that the 'Jshmaeli tes' performed the sale to the same 
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person." Longacre's use of the word recapitulation here is not the 

technical one described in 1.1. Apparently he is using the term here 

in the traditional, sense of "to restate again". However, when he 

describes 39:1-6 as a single episode, he mentions verse 1 as operating 

exactly as I have described resumptive repetition above--except 

Longacre uses a different term (1984:64): "This episode is brief and 

is structured simply as one Hebrew paragraph--aside fran verse 1 which 

RESTAGES the narrative after the intervening mater:ial in chapter 38." 

Longacre thus refers to this as "Restaging." This is true, but more 

precisely it is a resumption to Joseph in time and location. 

Wendland also notes this transition phenomenon in his recent 

article (1984:20), 'Which is one year after his article on digressions 

(1983), but he does not mention this transition as correlating to the 

digression, nor does he note this even as a digression: 

The last verse of chapter 37 is transitional, not to the next act 
in the "history" of Jacob ( i.e. ch. 38) ,. but to Act three (ch. 
39), where the Joseph narrative resumes in Egypt. The start of 
this discourse "close out" (ch. 37) or "preview" (ch. 39), for it 
performs the two functions simultaneously, is signalled by a 
front shift of the subject, namely, the Midianites. At this 
stage in the Genesis record, Joseph is removed from focus (he is 
not mentioned by name again after the anphatic occurrence in 
verse 33) since he does not appear at all in Act two of Part ten. 
However, at the beginning of chapter 39, Joseph is once more 
foregrounded (by subject front shift) when the account of his 
fortunes is taken up again. Notice too that the narrative 
bridge, verse 36, refers to all. the participants who are present 
on stage, as it were, at the start of Act three. rt is, 
therefore, imp:>rtant to overtly signal in translation the 
discourse break that is found at the end of verse 35; e.g. GNB: 
"Meanwhile in Egypt the Midianites ••• "; NC: "Around that time 
was when the Midianites sold .". 

Now that we have described the situation let us deal with the 
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problem which resumptive repetition resolves. This problan is one of 

chronology. Applying what we already know about,resumptive repetition 

we know that chapter 38 is a digression or "interruption". This 

digression is classified as event, therefore, we know that what 

follows in chapter 39 will be simultaneous to chapter 38. This is 

confirmed by Longacre and he mentions the problem we are discussing as 

well (19!14: 54) : 

Granted that the author wanted to include the latter concerning 
Judah somewhere in the tol"ed6t ya'aqob, why is it found precisely 
here? Perhaps there were chronological considerations of the 
sort mentioned in 38:1 'wayhi ba'et hahiw' "and it happened about 
that time that ••• " Obviously, the events recorded in chapter 38 
need, howaver, a few years to work themselves out! Another 
distinct possibility is that with a true instinct for suspense in 
story telling, the writer deliberately ran in this incident 
concerning Judah in order to leave his reader dangling for a 
while--even as the whole family was left in total ignorance of 
what had happened to Joseph for some thirteen years. 

The answer to the question, "Why is·the 'Judah and Tamar' story put 

here?" is because it fits best chronologically here. As the time and 

location is resumed to Joseph in ~9:1, so the time and location in the 

rest of the narrative orients itself around Joseph in Egypt. The 

'Judah and Tamar' story would not 'fit' ~11 anywhere else in the 

narrative. 

3.3. R~nifications for Translation 

An example of how this has been used in translation is given by 

Callow. I consider flashback to fall under non-event and used as 

explanatory material. In the example, Callow examines one clause and 
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is concerned with relating new information by bracketing it before the 

repetition (1974:82, 83). 

Greek also could carry a great deal of information in subordinate 
clauses. John 21:20 contains an identifying flashback in the 
form of a long relative clause, which reads, ."~o also leaned on 
his breast at supper and said, 'Lord, who is he who betrays 
you?'" This identifies a particular disciple by referring back 
to a previous occasion and describing both his position and what 
he· said at that time. But Bahnar {Vietnam) cannot include so 
much information in a relative clause. It therefore rewords the 
information as follows: "The one who sat near Jesus and asked 
Jesus a while back. He said; 'Lord, who will betray you?' He 
asked that when they ate together a while back." All the same 
information is included here, but it is more broken up, and 
presented in tnain clauses. The final repetitive sentence, "He 
asked that when they ate together a while back" serves a double 
purpose: first, it carries the new information "when they ate 
together" ••• anbedded in known information, rather than adding 
to the load of a previous sentence, and second, it binds the 
whole flashback into a unity, and signals its closure, 
preparatory to returning to the time-line of the narrative in the 
next sentence. 

As I studied this quote I wondered how these verses had been 

translated in the iI1Tlle:1iate cont~xt, because Callow fails to notice 

the Greek. context already enploying resumptive repetition in verses 

20, 21. In a conversation with John Banker, the expert in Bahnar who 

actually produced the translation, I asked him why he used the 

repetition. Banker stated ~1at he had used a repetition here 

primarily to keep the people from thinking the quoted material was 

' happening at that time. Along with this repetition he needed to use a 

special tirre particle ki which indicates recent time, but not today. 

Then I asked him if he could have combineq the inserted repetition 

with the resunptive repetition already occurring in ilie following 

verse (in Greek). Banker worked for a few minutes and came up with a 
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possible alternative solution, which shortened the translation. The 

fol.lowing is his back translation of the two verses fran the published 
1 

Bahnar New Testament (1976). 

21:20 Peter turned around and inmediately saw a person following 
the two of than, the disciple that Jesus loved, the person that 
sat/was near Jesus, asked Jesus a-few--days-:-before, · he said: 
Lord/sir, who will · betray you? He asked that when they ,;,,ere 
eating (together) a-few-days-ago. 
21:21 Peter saw that person and/then asked Jesus "Lord, as for 
this person what will happen to him?11 

The underlined is the rough back-translation for ki. Here is the 

possible alternative solution he came up with: 

Pe-tros 'ooh bongai mA jet thoi noh ki, na su' hloi jet Jesu: 

Peter saw the person that had asked like that a-few-days-earlier, 

and he asked Jesus: 

This shows the potential that resumptive repetition has for use 

in translation work. Repetition in general has already been 

recognized to be a useful tool in translation work. Resumptive 

repetition should be added to this repertoire. Resl.Dllptive repetition 

may be extremely valuable in translating texts more naturally. A 

strong possibility, which needs further investigation, is examining 

all digressions in a text and asking the question, "Will resumptive 

repetition make this text more natural to the native speaker?" 

Investigation in this direction could yield practical results in a 

very short time. 
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3. 4. htlat About Other Genres? 

After having examined only narrative material; the following 

question arises. Does resumptive repetition occur in other genres 

besides narrative? Definitely, although it may be found most corrmo~ly 

in narrative genres. I have heard at least one preacher use it in a 

sermon (of hortatory genre) •. There is some evidence that resumptive 

repetition occurs in other non-narrative genres (for one example see 

Appendix 5). More research will undoubtedly reveal a goldmine for 

discourse studies in the area of resumptive repetition. Of necessity 

resumptive repetition will have to be dealt with interdisciplinarily. 

For if, as I believe, resumptive repetition is a universal, and 

resumptive repetition is found in all (or most) genres, then this will 

be significant to the discipline of psychology (to name only one)·. 

The mind, for some reason, needs repetition, repetition of all types; 

but, I believe the door has just now opened f9r an understanding of 

how the mind handles and processes repetition, and this can best be 

seen by examining resumptive repetition. 

door (we now are only.gazing into the 

Once we walk through this 

room), we will begin to 

understand the whole interpretive process in a much clearer way. 
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NOTES: 

1 Personal comnunication with John Banker; 
translation in a matter of minutes. 

he did the back 
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ENGLISH EXAMPLE FROM HAWAII BY JAMES MIOIENER 



APPENDIX 1 

ENGLISH EXAMPLE FROM HAWAII BY JAMES MICHENER 

(1959: 581,582) 

(NOTE: The Resumptive Repetition is underlined) 

It was two o'clock in the morning when Nyuk Tsin finished hiding 
in high places anything that might hurt her children. Then she went 
to each child as he slept on the long polished board and fixed his 
clothes, so that in the morning when the boys were discovered, they 
would be presentable, and she straightened her bed. Then she took her 
husband• s hand and · led him out the "Mlipple gate a~ towarci the 
mountains back of Oahu. She did not depart unnoticed, for Dr. 
Whipple, unable to sleep, had kept watch on the Chinese quarters, 
suspecting an attempted flight, but when it eventuated, and he saw the 
thin little Chinese wanan guiding her doomed husband to....ard the hlls, 
he could not bring himself to stop than or to sound an alarm, and when 
she carefully returned to close his gate lest his dogs escape,~ 
prayed: 11May God have mercy upon those who hope. 11 At first he was 
inclined to go down and bring the Chinese babies into the house, but 
he thought: "That might arouse somebody. Anyway, I'm sure Nyuk Tsin 
left than in good condition." so he sat by the window, guarding the 
house where the babies slept. 

But after a while his New England conscience, undaunted by forty
eight-years in the tropics, made him reason: "The children must not 
be left in that contaminated house another minute. Rescue now might 
save th(~m from the disease, whereas an hour's delay might give it to 
than, 11 so in the darkness before dawn he led'his wife to the Chinese 
house, gently wakened the chi°ldren so as not to frighten them, 
undressed them so that not a shred of their old garments came with 
than, and carried than into the Whipple home. 

When this was done, Dr. Whipple studied his watch and thought: 
"Nyuk Tsin and her man have had two hours' lead. It will be all right 
to call the policemen, 11 and he sent a servant after the officials. 
When they arrived he reported: "Mun Ki has leprosy. We must burn the 
house and everthing in it," and with his own matches he ignited both 
the Chinese house and the·cooking shed. Then, pointing to the Nuuanu 
valley, He said , 11 I think they headed for those hi 11 s. 11 

Throughout the morning he expectei the police to appear with the 
two Chinese, but their capture was delayed. The afternoon also 
passed, and so did the evening, without the Whipple servants' being 
apprehended. This seared strange to the doctor, and early next 
morning he inquired of the police what had happened. 
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"There's no trace of than," the officers explained. 
"I'm sure they went up the Nuuanu," Dr. Whipple assured. than. 
"If they did, they vanished," the police replied. 
An ugly thought came to the doctor and he asked, "Did you look at 

the foot of the Pali?" 
"we thought of suicide," the police assured him, "and we studied 

the Pali rocks, but they didn't jump." 
Day by day the mystery deepened. Nyuk Tsin and her dream

spinning husband had accomplished the miracle Mun Ki had relied upon: 
they had fled to the mountains and had somehow disappeared. 
Fortunately, the quack herbalist arxl his two spies had had the good 
luck to report Nyuk Tsin's suspicious behavior to the police before 
Dr. Whipple did: "We are sure she is hiding her husband, who is mai 
Pake." So they got their reward, and the herbalist often pointed out 
to his friends: "If I had waited till next morning, the leper would 
have gone and I would have received nothing. This proves that it is 
always best to perform your duty pranptly and let the sluggards lie' 
abed lazily till the next convenient day." 

At the end of a week the police came again to or. ~ipple and 
confessed: "We've been to every grass house between here and the 
other seacoast. No Chinese. We've been wondering if your servants 
could have doubled back and gone into hiding sanewhere right around 
here. You spoke of arrangenehts made by the woman to give her 
children away. Which families did she choose?11 

A minute search of those pranises also failed to reveal the 
fugitives; so the police said, "we are faced by a mystery. somehow 
Nyuk Tsin and her husband have made thanselves invisible. 11 And so as 
far as active energy was concerned, the official search for the leper 
ended. 

On the night that ~ Tsin led ~ husband through _th~ ~ipple 
gate, and then turned back to close 1t lest the dogs escape, she 
walked rapidly toward the mountains, and as she st~pped boldly forth 
Mun Ki, trailing a few paces behind, could not help seeing her 
big, unbound feet .••• 

Conments: The digression is an example of an event digression and 

shows simultaneous tirre in what follows the resumption. The 

repetition is very obvious and is a good example of resurnptive 

repetition. The resumption restDlles to a .main character, and the 

digression also revolves around a main character. 
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APPENDIX 2 

ENGLISH EXAMPLES FROM THE HOBBIT BY J. R.R. TOLKIEN 

(1937) 

EXAMPLE 1, pp. 171, 172 (NOTE: Resumptive Repetition is underlined): 

Bilbo, however, did not feel nearly so hopeful as they did. He 
did not like being depended on by everyone, and he wished he had the 
wizard at hand. But that was no use: probably all the dark distance 
of Mirkwood lay between then. He $at and thought and thought, until 
his head nearly burst, but no bright idea would cane. one invisible 
ring was a very fine thing, but it was not much good among fourteen. 
But of course, as you have guessed, he did rescue his friends in the 
end, and this is how it happened. 

One day, nosing and wandering about, Bilbo discovered a very 
interesting thing: the great gates were not (his) the only entrance 
to the caves. A stream flowed under part of the lo~st regions of the 
palace, and joined the Forest River sane way further to the east, 
beyond the steep slope out of which the main mouth opened. mere this 
underground watercourse came forth fran the hillside there was a 
watergate. There the rocky roof c~ne down close to the surface of the 
stream, --and from it a portcullis could be dropped right to the bed of 
the river to prevent anyone coming in or out that way. But the 
portcullis was often open, for a good deal of traffic went out and in 
by the water-gate. If anyone had come in that way, he would have 
found himself in a dark rough tunnel leading deep into the heart of 
the hill; but at one point where it passed under the caves the roof 
had bee.n cut away and covered with great oaken trapdoors. These 
opened upwards into the king's cellars. There stood barrels, and 
barrels, and barrels; for the Woodelves, and especially their king 
were very fond of wine, though no vines grew in those parts. The 
wine, and other goods, were brought fran far away, from their kinsfolk 
in the south, or fran the vineyards of Men in distand lands. Hiding 
behind one of the lar.gest barrels Bilbo discovered the trapdoors and 
their use, and lurking there, listening to the talk of the king's 
servants, he learned how ;the wine and other goods came up the rivers, 
or over land, to .the Long Lake. It seemed a town of Men still throve 
there, built out on bridges far into the water as a protection against 
enemies of all sorts, and especially against the dragon of the 
Mountain. Fran the Lake-.town the barrels were brought up the Forest 
River. Often they were just tied together l~ke big rafts and poled or 
rot-.ed up the stream; sometimes they were loaded on to flat boats. 

When the barrels were enpty the elves cast them through the 
trapdoors, opened the water-gate, and out the barrels floated on the 
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stream, bobbing along, until they were carried by the current to a 
place far down the river.where the bank jutted out, near to the very 
eastern edge of the bank jutted out, near to the very eastern edge of 
the bank jutted out, near to the very eastern edge of Mirkwood. There 
they were collected and tied together and floated back to Lake-town, 
which stood close to the point where the Forest River flo\-.ed into the 
Long Lake. 

For some time Bilbo sat and thought about this watergate, and 
wondered if it could be used for the escape of his friends, and at 
last he had the desperate beginnings of a plan. 

The evening real had been taken to the prisoners. The guards 
were tramping away down the passages ••• 

Comnents: This digression is background information which is 

explanatory in nature. 

words. 

In this case the repetition involves only two 

EXAMPLE 2 FROM THE HOBBIT (pp. 221, 222; 234): 

And not a mcment too soon. They had hardly gone any distance 
down the tunnel when a blow smote the side of the Mountain like the 
crash of battering-rams made of forest oaks and swung by giants. The 
rock boomed, the walls cracked and stones fell from the roof on their 
heads. What would have happened if the door had still been open I 
don't like to think. They fled further down the tunnel glad to be 
still alive, while behind them outside they heard the roar and rumble 
of Smaug's fury. He was breaking rocks to pieces, smashing wall and 
cliff with the lashings of his huge tail, till their little lofty 
camping ground, the scorched grass, the thrush's stone, the snail
covered walls, the narrow ledge, and all disappeared in a jumble of 
smithereens, and an avalanche of splintered stones fell over the cliff 
into the valley below. 

srnaug had left his lair in silent stealth, quietly soared into 
the air, and then floated heavey and slow in the dark like a monstrous 
crow, down the wind towards the west of the Mountain, in the hopes of 
catching unawares something or somebody there, and of spying the 
outlet to the passage which the thief had used. This was the outburst 
of his wrath when he could find nobody and see nothing, even where he 
guessed the outlet must actually be. 

After he had let off his rage in this way he felt better and he 
thought in his heart that he would not be troubled again from that 
direction. rn the rreanwhile he had further vengeance to take. 
"Barrel~rider!" he snorted. 11Your feet came from the waterside and 
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up the water you came without a doubt. I don' t know your sme 11, but 
if you are not one of those men of the Lake, you had their help. They 
shall see me and remember who is the real King under the Mountain!" 

He rose in Fire and went away south towards the Running River. 

(Here Chapter 13 .intervenes, and the reader is returned to the 
dragon in Chapter 14) 

Now if you wish, like the dwarves, to hear news of Smaug, you must go 
back again to the evening when he smashed the door and flew off in 
rage, two days before .••• 

ccmnents: As mentioned in chapter two this digression illustrates 

simultaneity. The resumption is to the set of major characters, and 

the reader "finds out" what they were doing while the dragon was 

attacking at another location, and is killed during this time span. 

The repetition centers around the "door" being "smashed"; where 

"smashed" sumnarizes the dragon's actions. 
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APPENDIX 3 

ENGLISH EXAMPLE FROM KIM BY RUDYARD KIPLING (1901: 200, 20) 

" ••• Then I lay in old Chitor city a week, penitent in a temple, but I 
could not get rid of the letter which was my charge. I buried it 
under the QJeen's Stone, at Chitor, in the place known to us all." 

Kim did not know, but not.for worlds would he have broken the 
thread. 

"At Chi tor, look you, I was all in Kings' country; for Kotah to 
the east is beyond the QUeen's law, and east again lie Jeypur and 
Gwalior .••• " 

corm1ents: 

digression. 

This appears to be background information in the 

The sentence about what Kim is thinking is inserted in a 

lengthy rrcnologue by•another character. This is another good example, 

and shows that it "doesn't take much" to rrake a repetition to be 

effective. 
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APPENDIX 4 

ENGLISH EXAMPLES FROM nm BOURNE IDENTITY BY ROBERT LUDLUM 

(1980) 

EXAMPLE 1, pp. 212-215 (Resumptive Repetition is the Boldface and the 
underlining represents the author's italicized words): 

It was incredible, if only because the whole atmosphere was the 
opposite of what he had anticipated. Not that he expected to find 
chaos, far fran it; the soldiers of Carlos were too controlled for 
that. still he had expected something. And here there were no 
strained faces, or darting eyes,· no abrupt movernents that signified' 
alarm. Nothing whatsoever was unusual; the elegant world of haute 
couture continued to spin in its elegant orbit, unmindful of events 
that should have thrown its axis off balance. 

Still, there was a private telephone somewhere and someone who 
not only spoke for Carlos but was also empowered to set in motion 
three killers on the hunt. A woman ••• (author's) 

He·saw her; it had to be her~ ••• 

(intervening is 3 pages--see cornnents below) 

breaking 
Madame 
coutre 
QUal de 

• "This way, monsieur." The rigid smile appeared once more, 
the facial mask like a sheet of progressively cracked ice. 

Lavier gestured toward the staircase. The world of haute 
continued, its orbit uniterrupted by failure and death on the 
la Ra~. 

corrments: This is an interesting example because the digression is 

somewhat different from ones we have looked at thus far. The 

digression is an event, however it is chronological in actual time 

sequence in the story. The resumption and pre-digression is oriented 

fr~n the main character's perspective and specifically inside his 

mind. The digression centers outside his ~ind, and appears partly as 

the omnipresence type view and includes a dialogue between the main 
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character and another character before resuming "to his mind" in the 

repetition. 

EXAMPLE 2 (223-268;Resumptive Repetition is the Boldface and the 
underlining represents the author's italicized words): 

"No!" The interruption was harsh. "You listen. Get out of 
Paris. Now! Take the next direct flight back here. If you have any 
problems, the embassy will clear them--but you're to talk only to the 
ambassador, is that understood?" 

"No!" screamed Marie st. ·Jacques. "I don't understand! Peter was 
killed and nobody cares! •••• 

• "Listen to me, Marie. I haven't been home for the past 
twenty-four hours. I've been waiting here for the last twelve for you 
to call. Try to understand--ma I'm not suggesting you cane back. 
Those are orders from your goverrmenL" 

"Orders? Without explanations?" 
"That's the way it is. I'll say this much. They want you out of 

there; they want him isolated • • • • That's the way it is." 
"Sorry, Alan--that's not the way it is. Goodbye." She slamned 

the receiver down, then instantly gripped her hands to stop the 
trembling. Oh, ~ God L she loved him so • • • and they were trying to 
kill him. Jason, !!!Y Jason. They all want you killed. Why? 

(Then comes the digression. At this I_X>int it switches to the main 
character, with whom it finishes the last three pages of the chapter. 
Then chapters 15-17 switches back and forth between several characters 
except Marie, with whan it resumes at the beginning of chapter 18, 
after 44 pages!) 

•• Get out of Parisi Now! vbatever you're doing, stop it and 
get out! ..!. ..!...!. Those are orders fran your government. They want you 
out of there. They want him isolated. . 

Marie crushed out her cigarette in the ashtray on the bedside 
table, her eyes falling on the three-year-old issue of Potanac 

·Quarterly, her thoughts briefly on the terrible game Jason had forced 
her to pfay .••• 

Comnents: The digression is event, and the digression follows the 

most common pattern, and resumes to the time and location represented 

by the repetition. 
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APPENDIX 5 

ENGLISH EXAMPLE FROM INTENTIONALITY AN ESSAY IN 'IHE PHILOSPHY OF MIND 

BY JOHN R. SEALE (1983:177) 

(NOTE: Resurnptive Repetition is underlined; special thanks to Steve 
Armes for finding this· example for me.) 

Suppose there was ~ class of beings who ~ capab~~ ~~ having 
Intentional states like belief, desire, and intention, but who did not 
have ~ language, what more would they r~fie _.!!!, order to be~ to 
perform linguistic acts? Notice that there is nothing fanciful in the 
supposition of beings in such a state, since as far as we know the 
human species once was·. in that state. Notice also that the question 
is conceptual and not historical or genetic. I am not asking what 
additions would need to be.made to their brains or how language did in 
fact involve in the history of the human race. 

When we have ascribed to our beings the capacity for having 
Intentional states, we have already ascribed to them the capacity for 
relating their Intentional states to objects and states o( affairs in 
the world. The reason for this is that a being capable of an 
awareness of the conditions under which its Intentional states are 
satisfied. For example, a being capable of having desires must be 
capable of an awareness of the satisfaction or frustration of its 
desires, and a being capable of intentions must be capable of 
recognizing the fulfillment or frustration of its intentions. And 
this can be generalized: For any Intentional state with a direction 
of fit, a being that has that state must be able to distinguish the 
satisfaction from the frustration of that state.· This follows from 
the fact that an Intentional state is a representation of the 
conditions of its satisfaction. This does not mean that such beings 
will always or even most of the tiire get it right, that they won't 
make mistakes; rather, it means that they must have the capacity for 
recognizing what it would be to get it right. 

Now back _to our question: What ~ would such beings have to 
have in order to have a language? •••• 

comnents: This digression is explanatory and thus non-event. This is 

also an example of a non-narrative use of resurnptive repetition. 
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APPENDIX 6 

ANTI GUAN CREDLE (EASTERN CARIBBEAN) EXAMPLE CITED IN SHEPHERD (1984) 

(NOTE: Special thanks to Harry Harm for passing this article on to 

me.) 

In the narrative segment given in (7), on the other hand, 
repetition gives cohesion to only one section of the story. 

7. H: An when dey smell, i smell, i take smell take smell, 
i take smell. People befo time na fence dey yaad. 
Take smell take smell. 

11 J1.nd when they smelled, he smelled, he kept 
smelling. He smelled. People didn't use to fence 
in their yards. (He) kept sr-relling." 

H has been telling what a character known as John Bull used to do at 
Christmas celbrations [sic] in the past, and then proceeds to tell 
about a particularly effective John Bull she remenbers fran her 
childhood. A John Bull typically went around the village on Christmas 
day, often trying to frighten people, and one cannon occurrence was 
that he tried to smell what was cooking in various yards, and then 
would sneak· in and steal something out of the pot. H uses 
reduplicaton to focus on the smelling action and indicate that it was 
continuous · -- "I take smell take snell" (he kept smelling or 
shiffing). She digresses to explain that people's yards weren't 
fenced in then, so it was easy for a John Bull to get in and steal 
food. Shen then signals her return to the story El repeating "take 
smell take smell", which also closes that segment. She goes ~1:! to 
describe something else the~ Bull din. H~r use of repetition 
helps the hearer to keep in touch with the story and guides us back to 
the main story line. (enphasis mine) 
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APPENDIX 7 

ITALIAN EXAMPLES FROM IL NOME DELLA ROSA BY UMBERTO FX:O 
. ---------

(1980;ENGLISH TRANSLATION BY WILLIAM WEAVER ENTITLED 
'IHE NAME OF 'IHE ROSE:1983) 

EXAMPLE 1, pp. 57, 58 (NOTE: The English translation will follow the 
Italian; in both cases resumptive repetition will be underlined. 
Special thanks to David Irwin for finding this first example for me, 
and recomnended that I read it, and then finding example 2 below): 

Infine era venuto santo Francesco, e aveva diffuso un amore di 
poverta che non contraddiceva ai precetti della chiesa, e per opera 
sua la chiesa aveva accoito il richiaroo alla severita dei costumi di 
quegli antichi 1novimenti e li aveva purificati dagli elementi di 
disordine che si annidavano in essi. Avrebbe dovuto setuirne un'epoca 
di mitezza e santita, ma, cane l'ordine francescano cresceva e 
attirava a se gli uomini migliori, e molti francescani vollero 
riportarlo alla purezza di un tempo. Cosa assai difficile per un 
ordine che ai tempi in cui ero all'abbazia gia contava piu di 
trentamila rnembri sparsi in tutto il moooo. Ma cosl e, e molti di 
questi frati di san Francesco si opponevano alla reg~la che l'ordine 
si era data, dicendo che l'ordine aveva ormai assunto i modi di quelle 
istituzioni ecclesiastiche per riformare le quali era nato. E che 
questo era gia avvenuto ai tempi in cui Francesco era in vita, e che 
le sue parolee i suoipropositi erano stati traditi. Molti di essi 
riscoprirono allora il libro di un monaco cistercense che aveva 
scritto agli inizi del XII secolo dell'era nostra, chiamato Gioacchino 
e a cui si attribuiva spirito di profezia. Infaatti egli aveva 
previsto l'avvento di un'era nuo~a, in cui lo spirito di Cristo, da 
tempo corrotto a opera dei suoi falsi apostoli, si sarebbe di nuovo 
realizzato sulla terra. E aveva annunciato tali scadenze che a tutti 
era parso chiaro che egli parlesse senza saperlo deoo'ordine 
francescano. Edi questo molti francescani si erano assai rallegrati, 
·pare sin tropp:::i, tanto che a ineta secolo a Parigi i dottori della 
sorbona condannar~~'2. -~'§: proposizioni di quell' abate- Gioacd~in<?_, ma 
pare che lo fecero perche i francescani (e i domenicani) stavano 
diventando tropp:::i potenti, e sapienti, nell'universita di Francia, e 
si voleva eliminarli come eretici. Il che poi non si fece e fu un 
gran bene per la chiesa, perche cio permise che fossero divulgate le 
opere di Tomnaso d'Aquino e di Bonaventura de Bagnoeregio, che certo 
non erano eretici. Dove si vede che anche a Parigi le idee erano 
confuse, o qualcuno voleva confonderle per fini' suoi. E questo e il 
male che l'eresia fa al popolo cristino, che rende oscure le idee e 
spinge tutti a diventare inquisitori peril proprio bene personale. 
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Che poi quanto vidi all'abbazia (e di cui diro dopo) mi ha fatto 
pensare che spesso sono gli inquisitori a creare gli eretici. E non 
solo nel senso che se li figurano quando non ci sono, 1M che reprimono 
con tanta veanenza la tabe eretic.::t cia spingere molti a farsene 
partecipi, in odio a loro. oavvero, un circulo irrmaginato dal 
denonio, che oio ci salvi. 

Ma dicevo dell' eresia ( se pur ta le fosse stata) gioachimi ta. E 
si vide in Toscana un francescano, Gerardo da Borgo San Donnino, farsi 
voce delle prediziorii di Gioacchino e impressionar molto l'ambiente 
dei minori •... 

Tlie English translation is on pp. 51, 52: 

Finally Saint Francis had appeared, spreading a love oE poverty 
that did not contradict the precepts of the church; and after his 
efforts the church had accepted the surrmons to severe behavior of 
thos8 older movements and had purified them of the elenents of 
disruption that lurked in then. There should have follo~ a period 
of meekness and holiness, but as the Franciscan order grew and 
attracted th:! r:inest men, it became too po\\Brful, too bound to earthly 
matters, and many Franciscans wanted to restore it to its early 
purity. A very difficult matter for an order that at the time when I 
w-':ls at the abbey already numbered more than thirty thousand metlbers 
scattered throughout the whole world. But so it was, and many of 
those monks of Saint Francis were opposed to the Rule that the · order 
had established, and they said the order had by now assumed the 
character of those ecclesiastical institutions it had come into the 
world to reform. And this, they said, had already happeneJ in the 
1hys when Saint Francis was alive, and his words and his aims had been 
betrayed. Many of then rediscovered then a book written at the 
beginning of the twelfth century of our era, by a Cistercian monk 
na1ni-:?d Joachim, to whom the spirit of prophecy was attrib11ted. He had 
in fact foreseen the advent of a new age, in which the spirit of 
Christ, long corrupted through the actions of his false apostles, 
would again be achieved on earth. And he had announced certain future 
events in a way that made it seem clear to all that, unawares, he was 
speaking of the Franciscan order. And therefore many Franciscans had 
greatly rejoiced, even excessively, it seems because then, around the 
middle of the century, the c1nctors of the Sorbonne condemned the 
teachings of that abbot. Joachim. Apparent"ly °they did so because the 
Franciscans•·-- (and the oominicans) were beccrning too po\\Brful, too 
learned, at the University of Paris; and those Sorbonne doctors wanted 
to eliminate than as h~ret.i.cs. :R11t; this scheme was not carried out, 
happily for the church, Thomas Aquinas and Bonaventure of Bagnoregio, 
certainly not heretics. Whence it is clear that in Paris, too there 
was a confusion o[ i<l8as or someone who wished to confuse then for his 
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own purposes. And this is the evil that heresy infl icl:s on Lile 
Christian people, obfuscating ideas and incitin<J all to become 
inquistors to their personal benefit. For what I saw at the abbey 
then (and will now recount) ca11se<'l '°'~ to think that often inquisitors 
create heretics. And not only in the sense that they imagine h1::!retics 
where these do not exist, but also that inc111isitors repress the 
heretical putrefaction so vehauently that many are driven to share in 
it, in their hatred for the judges. Truly, a circle conceived by the 
Devil. God preserve us. 

But I was speaking of _the . heresy ( if such it was) of the 
Joachimites. And in Tuscany there was a Franciscan Gerard of Bargo 
San oonnirno, who repeated the predictions of Joachim and mad a deep 
impression on the Minorites. 

comments: The digression is non-event and is explanatory in 

nature. This repetition is more of a sunmary than of an identical 

lexical type of repetition. The English translation seans to have 

followed the original very closely, thus the English illustrates it 

well. 

English 

For those who may not know, Italian is a Romance language, and 

is Germanic; although both of these are Indoeuropean 

languages, this is a great help in demonstrating the universality or 

resurnptive repetition. 

EXAMPLE 2, p. 38: 

"Per questo," continuo l'Abat, "ritengo che ogni caso che 
riguardi il fallo di un pastore non possa essere affidato che a uornini 
come voi, che non solo sanno distinguere il bene dal male, ma anche 
cio che e opportuno da cio che non lo e. Mi piace pensare che voi 
abbiate condannato solo quando. • • 11 -- --

" gli accusati erano colpevoli di atti delittuosi, di 
venefici, di corruzione di fanciulli innocenti e di altre nefandezze 
che la mia bocca non osa pronunziare ••• "· 

11 che abbiate condannato solo ~n_a._o_," continua l 'Abate 
senza tener conto dell'interruzione, "la presenza del demonic fosse 
cosl evidente agli occhi di tutti da non potersi procedere 
diversamente senza che l' indulgenza fosse pi11 scandalosa dello stesso 
deli tto. 11 

The English translation is on pp. 26, 27: 
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"For this reason," the abbot continued, "I consider that any case 
involving the error pf a shepherd can be entrusted only to men like 
you, who can distinguish not only good from evil, but also what is 
expedient from what is not. I like to think you pronounced~ sentence 
of guilty only when. • • " 
- 11 ••• the accused were guilty of criminal acts, of poisoning, of 
the corruption of innocent youths, or other abominations my mouth 
dares not utter .•• " 

11~ you pronounced sentence only when," the abbot continued, 
not heeding the interruption, "the presence of the Devil was• so 
evident to all eyes that it was imJ?Ossible to act otherwise without 
the clelmency' s being more scandalous than the crime itself. 11 

Carrnents: This example of resumptive repetition is much more 

obvious than EXAMPLE 1. The digression here is quotive, where another 

participant interrupts, thus this digression is non-event. The 

resumption is almost verbatim. 
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APPENDIX 8 

KOINE GREEK EXAMPLES FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT 

(NOTE: These exai'nples will all be English translations of the Greek. 
The translation used is the New American standard Bible. These 
examples can all be readily checked in an interlinear; however, since 
the translation is very "literal" it is quite obvious in the English 
translation.) 

EXAMPLE 1, Matthew 8:18-19 

8:18 Now when Jesus saw a crow::i around Him, He gave orders to depart 
to the other side. 
19 And a certain scribe came and said' to Him, "Teacher, I will follow 
You wherever You go." 
20 And Jesus said to him, "The foxes have holes, and the birds of the 
air have nests; but the Son of Man has nowhere to lay his head." 
21 And another of the disciples said to Him, "Lord, permit me first 
to go and bury my father." 
22 But Jesus said to him, "Follow Me; and allow the dead to.bury their 
own dead." 
23 And when He got into the boat,_ His disciples followed Him. 
24 And behold, there arose a great storm in the sea, so that the boat 
was covered with the. waves; but He Himself was asleep. 
25 And th~y came to Him, and awoke Him, saying, "Save us, Lord; we 
are perishing!" 
26 And He said to them, "Why are you timid, you men of little faith?" 
Then He arose,.· and .rebuked the winds and the sea; and it became 
perfectly calm. 
27 And the men marveled, saying, "What kind of a man is this, that 
even the winds and the sea obey Him?" 
28 And when He had come to the other side into the country of the 
Gadarenes,~o-men who were demon-possessed met Him as they were 
coming out of the tombs; they were so exceedingly violent that no one 
could pass by that road. 

EXAMPLE 2, John 4:28-40 

4:28 so the wanan left her waterpot, and went into _the city, and said 
to the men, 
29 "Ccine; see a man who told me all the things that I have done; this 
is not the Christ, is it?" 
30 Theywent out ofthe city, ~· were coming to Him. 
31 In the meanwhile the disciples were requesting Him, saying, 
"Rabbi, eat." 
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32 But He said to them, "I have food to eat that you do not know 
. about." 
33 The disciples therefore were saying to one another, "No one 
brought Him anything to eat, did he?" 
34 Jesus said to them, "My food is to do the will of Him who sent Me, 
and to accomplish His work. 
35 "Do you not say, "There are yet four months, and then comes the 
harveest"? Behold, I say to you, lift up your eyes, and look on the 
fields, that they are white for harvest. 
36 "Already he who reaps is receiving wages, and is gathering fruit 
for life eternal; that he who sows and he who reaps may rejoice 
together. 
37 "For in this case the saying is true, 'One sows, and another 
reaps. 1 

38 11 1 sent you to reap that for which you have not labored; others 
·have labored, and you have entered into their labor." 
39 And from that city many of the Samaritans believed in Him because 
of the word of the wanan who testified, "He told me all the things 
that-Ihave done.-.,- -- -- ----- - - - --

:W-so when the Samaritans came to Him, they were asking Hirn~~ stay 
withthem;and He stayed theretwo days. 

EXAMPLE 3 1 John 18:25 

18:18 Now the slaves and the officers were standing 
made a charcoal fire, for it was cold and they 
themselves; and Peter also was with them, standing 
himself. 

there, having 
~re warming 

and warm i f!.<.I 

19 The high priest therefore questioned Jesus about His disciples, 
and about His teaching. 
20 Jesus answeredhim, "I have.spoken openly to the world; I always 
taught in synagogues, and in the temple, where all the Jews come 
together; and I spoke nothing in secret. 
21 11 Why do you question Me? Question those who have heard what I 
spoke to then; behold, these know what I said. 11 

22 And when He had said this, one of the officers standing by gave 
Jesus a blow, saying, "Is that the way You answer the high priest?" 
23 Jesus answered him, "If I have spoken wrongly, bear witness of the 
wrong; but if rightly, why do you strike Me? 11 

24 Annas therefore sent Him bound to Caiaphas the high priest. 
25 Now Simon Peter was standing and warming himself. They said 
therefore to him, "You are not -alSC>one of His disciples, are you? 11 

He denied it, and said, "I am not. 11 
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EXAMPLE 4, John 21:20, 21 

21:20 Peter, turning around, saw the disciple wh~ Jesus loved 
following then; the one who also had leaned back on His breast at the 
supper, and said, "Lord, who is the one who betrays You?" 
21 Peter there~~ seeing him said to Jesus, "Lord, and what about 
this man?" 

Comnents: Example 1 may be a poor example, but the other 

examples are excellent. Example 4 is discussed in chapter 3 (section 

3.3.}. The digression in example 3 is event, it is quite obvious that 

the time Peter iq standing warming himself by the fire is the same 

time Jesus is being questioned. In the digression of example 2 we 

have another case of event, where in the following resumption the 

Samaritans believ.e the wanan's testimony during the same time span 

that Jesus is teaching the disciples about "harvest techniques." 
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APPENDIX 9 

GUANANO (a)LOMBIA) EXAMPLE CITED IN WALTZ (1976:122-125) 

(NOTE: Special thanks to the Sumner Institute of Linguistics for 
permission to photocopy this excerpt.) 

:i. 2 Cohesion within Narrative Discourse 

Kathleen Callow (1974.29) in referring to cohesion in a discourse 
states: "A discourse must have identifiable persons or objects 
which form the subject matter and these persons must perform or 
experience a series of events in a way that constitutes an orderly 
progression." This orderly progression referred to by Callow re
qui res, among other things, some way to tie or link events together 
into broader groupings. Another important aspect of Narrative 
Discourse which gives it cohesion is the system of participant refer
ence, i.e., Callow's identifiable persons or objects. In the follow
ing sections, I discuss both linkage and participant reference as they 
function to give cohesion to Narrative Discourse. 

3. 2. 1 Linkage in Narrative Discourse-

The Link Tagmeme on the sentence level, although properly a 
constituent of its sentence, is governed in its occurrence by discourse
level constraints. 



3. 2. 1. 1 Cohesion within Longer Units 

An import.Ant function of linkage in Narrative Discourse is to main
tain cohesion within groupings such as embedded Narrative Discourse 
whenever there is an interruption of the event-line either by a non
event para.graph or by a Dialogue Para.graph. 

The following is an example of a nonevent pa ragra.ph, i.e. , a 
Contrast Paragraph, which Interrupts the flow of the event-line. 
This intrusion is i_ollowed in the next paragraph by a Link which 
ties the following event to that which precedes the intrusion: 

Example 101 Linkage Within an Embedded Narrative Discourse 

pa 
other 

buhup1:1 
hill-to 

pairore duhu cuha. 
a1Wther-obj. ~eave p'laced-(he). 

Tiro nama sehe 
He deer foe. 

ciiirota 
alone 

Masieraha 
Di.dn 't-kno:., 

Noano 
Welt 

duhu 
leave 

j1:1na. 
finaZZy . 

tiro. 
he. 

cu tjuhs1:1, 
p Zace finishing 

jiha. 
was. 

to coyeare yahuha 
his kinsmen-obj. expZained 

. He, (the turtle} placed one (turtle} at another hill. (But) 
the deer was alone. So he didn't know. Having placed (them) 
well, (the turtle) explained to his kinsmen.• 

As seen in the above example, cohesion within a narrative thus allows 
for background information to be inserted with interruption and resump
tion of the now of the event-line. Note the underlined verl> that is re
peated in a Link Tagrneme in dependent form at the beginning of the 
last sentence. This example also illustrates one of the fillers of the 
Link Tagmeme: Recapitulation of the previous verl>. 

In order to link a Dialogue Paragraph (cf. C. Waltz, 1975) with the 
event-line, the next sentence after the dialogue proper usually begins 
with a recapitulation of the verb 'said.• This linked sentence patterns 
as a further tagrnerne, the Execution, within the Dialogue Paragraph. 
In the following example, only the end of the dialogue proper, i.e., the 
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RU (Resolving Utterance) is given followed by the Execution. 

I::xample 102 Linking Dialogue Paragraph With Event-line 
Through the Execution Tagmeme with Recapitulation 

RU: II ... , " ni ha. 
(he)-said. 

Execution: Ni, ••• 
Saying 

duhupayoha. 
(they) pLaced him (there). 

If the ve roal response and execution a re included In the same 
sentence, then no recapitulation is needed since the event (the exe
cution) and the verbal response are already linked within the frame
work of the sentence itself. The following is an example of this 
(with IU symbolizing the Initiating Utterance): 

E.xample 103 The Sentence Linking Dialogue With E\·ent-Line 
Within the Resolving Utterance Itself 

IU: II II 
• • • I 

Quote 

ColllTlent: 

RU: "Ja i II 
O.K. 

niha. 
(he)-said. 

Ti rore yairore 
Him tiger-obj. 

wajano tare jtma. 
to-kill came finally. 

ni, tiro sehe yaha dujiha. 
saying he foe. open-mouth sat. 

'(Quote) he said. He was going to kill the tiger. ''O. K." 
saying, he (the tiger) opened his mouth and sat down.' . 

The example above illustrates linkage by a sentence expressing 
both the verbal response and execution. It also illustrates again link
age-which jumps over material that is not a part of the event-Un~, 
such as the Comment indented in this example. 

Finally, the least marked method of linking a Dialogue Paragraph 
with the event-line is through the Execution Tagmeme of the Dialogue 
Paragraph when the sentence which expounds that tagmeme does not 
begin with 'saying' nor with. a verbal response as. shown above. The 
following example illustrates this. 
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Examplt 10,; Linking Dialogue With Event-line Through Execution 
Tagmeme With Only Lexical Ties 

JU: " pjohgli," niha. 

RU: 

EX: 

" ... open-up," (he}-said. 

"Jai > II 

"O.K." 

Pjoaha 
Opened-up 

niha. 
(he)-said. 

tirore j1ma. 
him-to final Z.y. 

'" ... Open up," he said. "O.K." he said. He opened up the 
(hollow log) for him. ' 

The above three ways of linking dialogue with the event-line are, 
to summarize: (l) ~capitulation of the Quote Formula verb ni 'say' 
a_l the beginning of the sentence which expounds the Execution Tagmeme; 
(2) combining both the verbal response and a reference to a nonverbal 
execution in one sentence which expounds the Resolving Utte ranee 
Tagmeme; and (3) stating the Execution in a sentence which is tied 
lexically to the content of the dialogue exchangE;. In the latter case the 
dialogue ma_y end with both a Resolving Utte ranee and an Execution 
expounded in separate sentences. 

3. 2. 1. 2 Cohesion of Episodes 

Another function of linkage is setting off an episode when certain 
fillers of the Link Tagrnerne of the sentence occur at ils beginning. 
At the same time such Links tie together the episodes thus marked 
into one complete narrative. Thi~ is illustrated in Diagram G. The 
Link fillers that can perform this function are: Recapitulation of the 
verb; a yoa 'thus doing', a conjunction (and variations of this conjunc
tion): pt; 'until', a time-locative word; other time-locative words or 
phrases; and tjuhsk 'finishing'. The conjunction Is the most common
ly used to introduce major episodes, though the recapitulation of the 
previous ve rt may also serve the same end. p .. introduces episodes 
which are focusing on movement in time or space. Consequently, a 
Ira velogue for the most pa rt int reduces episodes with pi.. 
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APPENDIX 10 

TAMANG (NEPAL) EXAMPLE CITED IN HEPBURN (1978:341) 

The buffaloes had quarrelled and divided. The paragraph 

begins: 

hot-ta-pa-ce-m. cen bahn~Ti khren-ci-m / brah-ri-pala mu-pa rim oh,/ 

(like-that-be-naninaliser-causal-topic-change. leopard forest
locative hungry-past-event-sequential-topic / walk-continuous-past
state be-present continuint-event exclamation,/) 

'That being so, a hungry leopard was walking in the forest, he 
was.' 

The stative verb mu-pa (be-present) is used, which indicates that 
this is not an event in sequence with others in the narrative. The 
incident continues to give the background of how the leopard had been 
unable to touch the four-buffaloes when they were together in the 
cattleshed. The incident ends with collateral information about what 
did not happen: te-eeno la-•a-'kham, / (nothing do-negative-able./) 
'He was unable to do anything.' The new incident goes on after the 
explanation with more events: 

1 pheeri 
'yahr-ma-m, 
Tim./ 

makik-'maah-no holejhakkra ta-ci-m. 
/ cen-ce-m chaka churri ta-pa-ce-m, 

/ chaka chuTTi- 1 le 
kaakar-'le sep-pala 

(then buffalo-plural-all like-that quarrel happen-past-eventk
sequential-topic. / being divided go-concurrent-topic, / leopard
agent-topic when divided be-nominal-causal-topic, one-by-one kill
past-state continuing-effect.) 

'Then all the buffaloes quarrelled like that and they divided and 
went. Because they were divided, the leopard killed them one by one.• 
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